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e rainbow trout a-leaping 
In each calm and limpid pool; 
build the dams and power pla If 
With wonderous skill and ken, 
--.-..._.1~ progress of my people, 
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':Dedication 
MRS. MARJORIE W. HATCH 
Mrs, Hatch has been the forestry librarian for the past six years , During this time she met, assisted 
and was instrumental in building each man who graduated from the College of Forest, Range and Wildlife 
management, 
Following graduation from high school, she entered Utah State University and received a Bachelor of 
Science degree in teaching, She then married and during the next 25 years raised two sons and a daughter. 
During this period of time, she participated in a variety of civic work. She has served on the Board 
of Directors of the local chapter of the American Red Cross, the U, S, 0 , , the Mental Health Association, 
and the Heart Association . She and her husband also initiated the Cub Scout Program in Logan, She was 
the first woman to be appointed and later e lected to the Logan City Board of Education, She is still serving 
on the Board of Directors of the Sunshine Terrace Foundation. 
Following her husband 's death she joined the library staff of Utah State University and was appointed 
the Forestry Librarian. She has held this posit ion for the past six years. During this time the Forestry library 
was maintained for more hours on a sma ller budget than any other such unit on campus. Since the forestry 
library has become part of the new library, she has been appointed head of the new curriculum materia ls 
center and reserve materials room, 
The staff and students of the College of Forestry wish to express our sincere gra t itude to ~rs . Hatch 
for her loyalty , her generous response to our requests for assistance, and the part which she played in build -
ing each man who graduated from this College, 
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BRING US MEN 
Natural resources management is evolving. There was a time when we thought primarily in 
terms of preservation and reservation. Now, we are m oving into a new pe riod, one where fact finding 
an d the application of biologica l principles seem to be m ore acceptable. However , biologi.cal princi-
ples cannot stand a lone, bec a use resources must be managed for people. People wa nt to use resources 
now in their own time an d in quality a nd quantity to suit their particular needs. This brings the socia l 
and politic a l sc iences into resource managem ent. Resource ma nagement then ca lls for new men--men 
with a broad vision . Bio logica l, economic , politic a l, soc ial. .. Bring us men to m atch these dema nds. 
Bring us men with minds -- men with the rich attributes of serious contemplation . Bring us men 
who can make razor sha rp ana lyses. Men with mature judgment, men with the ab ility to make sound 
dec isions. Today , resource management needs men like these--men with a background for dealing with 
a sophisticated society in a complex world. 
Bring us men who possess the inquiring mind--curious enough , and yet capable of searching logi-
cally and painstakingly for truth about the unique, sometimes vague relationships of man, plants, soil, 
anima ls, a nd water . 
Bring us men with att itude. Attitude is the sum tota l of a man's character and personality. At-
titude determines a man's response ro his job, his em player, and his society. Attitude reflects a man 's 
ethics. 
Bring us men with self confidence. This is an expression of a man's faith in himself; his knowl -
edge of his pro fession; his belief in his own ability; his con viction of truth . 
Bring us men witl1 dedication - -dedica tion to the principles of logical and scientific management 
of resources . Men who are willing ro devore themselves untiringly to lofty professional ideals. 
Bring us men with good minds , hea lth y attitudes, self confidence , dedic ation, and above a ll, a 
1ecognition of the real need for men of broad educational background. These are the men who wi ll be-
come the leaders in natural resource management throughout the world. 
A~~t Dean ~\l·;~~~~"~;o·r~:~. Ra nge, and 
Wi ldl ife Management. 

J. WHITNEY FLOYD 
Head Dept. of Forest Mgt . 
BS , U. S. U. 
MS, Uni verslty of Cal. 
g,ore.Dtrv 
DEPARTMENT OF FOREST MANAGEMENT 
Dur ing the year the Department has made a few personnel changes. In the early spring of 1963 , 
Dr . Frank Kearns resigned to fill a position with the state of Alaska . His new responsibilities are to help 
deve lop new industrial opportunities in the state . Dr . Kearns has not yet been replaced this year. C . M. 
Johnson was appointed to the position of Instructor in July, and has assumed the responsibilities of reaching 
dendro logy, conservation education , and fire protection for the year . An addition to the staff will be 
made on July 1, when John D. Schultz will assume responsibilities of Assistant Professor . He will receive 
the Ph. D. from the University of Michigan in the summer of 1964. 
We will graduate 30 seniors in June, and three or four will receive their Masters degree. Graduate 
student enro llment has increased until we presently have 13 enro lled for the current year. 
Dr. T . W. Daniel , Professors S. R. Tocher, W. H. Johnson, and John D. Hunt are engaged in one 
or more research projects each , and R. R. Moore is directing the work at Summer Camp and Co llege Forest . 
Our lines of communication break down frequently, and we fail to i1ear of your progress. Please 
keep us informed of your moves , promotions , and successes . We have received word of two significant 
promotions during the year . The class of 1948 will be pleased ro learn of the promotion of Robert L. (Bob) 
Safran to the post of Forest Supervisor for the Teton National Forest in Wyoming , and the class of 1949 will 
be equally pleased to learn that Robert R. (Dick) Millar has been appointed Forest Supervisor for the Mendocino 
National Forest in California. 
We are very proud of the increasing number of our graduates who are working toward advanced 
degrees at Utah Sta te, Oregon State , Ya le , University of Pittsburg, and others. 
Please accept our sincere good wishes for yo ur success in your profession a l careers . 
~~~ .. I tn ~!Oyf,"Head partme of Forest Management 
YMOND R. MOORE 
Jfessor , Forest Mgmt. 
~ Penn. State 
;;, Yale U. 
~ore~trv 
D, U. of Wash .(June 1964) 
I D. HUNT 
t. Prof. Forest Mgmt , 
ension Forester 
MS, Univ. of Idaho 
WA LTE R H. JOHNSON 
Asst . Prof. Forest Mgmt. 
BS, !VIS, Univ . of Michigan 
S. ROSS TOCHER 
Assoc . Prof. Forest Mgmt , 
BS, MS, U of Cal . 
T . W. DANIEL 
Professor, Forest Mgmt, 
BS, MS, PhD U of Cal. 
~acuity 
Instructor 
BS, MS, USU 
JOHN D. SCHULTZ 
BS, MS, Univ. of Michigan 
John will assume the position 
of Asst . Prof. en Ju ne l, ~964. 
Senior~ 
JAMES R. BARRY 
Monticello , Utah 
General Forestry 
Society of Americ~n Foresrers 
Forestry Club 
JOSEPH T. BERLIN 
Logan, Utah 
General Forestry 
Society of American Foresters 
Forestry Club 
PETE R B. BUNTING 
Washington, D. C. 
General Forestry 
Forestry CLub 
LARRY CLOUGH 
Buffalo, Kansas 
General Forestry 
Society of American Foresters 
Fores try Club 
JOHN R. DEWITZ 
St. Charles, Illinois 
Timber Management 
For~stry Club, XI SIGMA PI 
Conservation Wee k Comm. 
DAVID L. ELLIS 
Logan , Utah 
General Forestry 
Society of American Foresters 
Forestry Club Publicity Chairman 
EDWARD V. HAYHURST 
Baker, Oregon 
Forest Recreation 
Forestry Club, S. A. F. , Arnold A 
Society, Executive Officer of Arm 
Air Force Brigade Staff. 
TERRY I. JE NSEN 
Axtell, Utah 
General Forestry 
Vice president of Forestry Club 
Cl1airman of Conservation Week 
Society of American Foresters 
DARRELL JOH NSON 
Challis, Idaho 
General Forestry 
Forestry Club, Alpha Zeta 
XI SIGMA PI 
PHILIP B. JOHNSON 
Logan , Utah 
Forest Rec reation 
Secretary of Forestry Club 
Forester of XI SIGMA PI 
Conservation Week Comm . 1963 & 
Ad Salesman -1963 Juniper 
ROBERT F. LEGG 
Uxbridge, Mass. 
General Forestry 
Society of A me ric an Foresters 
Forestry Club, Christmas Dance 
Committee 
GERHARD R. MARBY 
Richmond Hill, N.Y . 
Forest Recreation 
Forest Ranger of XI SIGMA PI 
Editor of Chips 1964 
Forestry Club 
KEN MITCHELL 
Midvale, Utah 
General Forestry 
Society of American Foresters 
President of Alpha Zeta , XI SIGMA PI 
Ad Salesman-1963 & 64 Juniper 
JAMES E. MO TGOM ERY 
Temple City, Calif. 
Forest Recreation 
Society of American Foresters 
Ad Salesman-1 963 &64 Junipe r 
Forestry Club 
DAVID R. MOORE 
Coppenon, Utah 
General Forestry 
Society of American Foresters 
Ad Salesman-1963 & 64 Juniper 
Forestry Club 
FLOYD L. NEWBY 
Orem, Utah 
Forest Recreation 
Society of American Foresters 
Forestry Club President 
XI SIGMA PI 
ROBERT W. PACKER 
Alhambra , Calif. 
General Forestry 
Forestry Club, Sigma Sky Divers 
Ad Salesman-1964 Juniper 
Chips Staff 
GRAY F. REYNOLDS 
Jackson, Wyoming 
General Forestry 
Forestry Club, XI SIGMA PI 
U.S. U. Varsity Ski Team 
NCAA Ski Championships 
JAMES J. ROGERS 
Clayton, Delaware 
General Forestry 
Society of American Foresters 
Forestry Club, Business Manager of 
1963 Utah Jun iper , Editor of 1964 
Juni per . 
W. STEVE SHERMAN 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
General For stry 
Societ y of American Foresters 
Forestry editor of 1964 Juniper 
Forestry Club 
EARLE SMITH 
Longbeach, Calif. 
General Forestry 
Soc iety of American Foresters 
Forestry Club, Alpha Zeta, AROTC . 
U. B. Spec ia l Events Committee 
Conservation Week Committee 
ROY V. THOMPSON 
Los Angeles, California 
General Forestry 
Society of American Foresters 
XI SIGMA PI, Pres. of Asso . 
US Army 
RICHARDT. VIRGIN 
Los Angeles, Calif. 
Forest Recreation 
Fores try Club, XI SIG MA PI 
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SENIORS NOT PICTURED 
Baker, Robert L. 
Ca rroll, Dick 
Costello , Thomas R. (Jr .) 
Mickel, Jol1n Louis 
Snyder, Coll! C, 
Taylor, William L, 
Unterch uetz, Phillip 
Windham, Jesse 
"I wish those darn flys would go away so I could study. " 
"Now as i s'!e it"- --John. 
i . 
--~ 
MatheU~s Market 
Lockers - Meats - Groeeries 
1183 East 7th North Phone SK 2-2471 
FIELD TRIP 
by Jim Zumbo 
The long - awaited journey began on May 21st as the fu lly- packed bus left the chilly, early-
morning a ir of Cache Valley . The two-week, 3 , 000 mile trip was well planned by Prof. Johnson, 
especially the long stops in Portland and San Francisco. The business part of the trip began at the 
"Penta Post " plant in the Gem St ate and ended a t th e ex pe rimental forest in Placerville, California , 
rn berween we probably observed eve ry ph ase of forest ma na;?;e .nent with the exce ption of turpentining . 
Re dwood logging, plywood man ufac ture , silv ic ultural applic ations, pa per - making, wood preservi ng- -
these and many other face ts of forestry were exposed to us . We certa inly returned to Logan with lot> 
of new knowledge-- the type that you can 't get from a textbook. The other part of the field trip- -the 
entertainment part-- began at Portl and and ended at El ko . The combination of business and entertain-
ment ma de it a fine trip indeed. 
T o be sure though, the crash an d awesome silence which marks a toppled redwood will 
renrain forever etched in our memories. Likewise, the shrieking whine of a head rig ch urning through 
a pine log and th e awesome pow er of the pulp chippers will bring back nostalgi a in years to come, 
Th is trip was a perfect culmination of our three year tour of duty as foresters and a perfect beginning 
for our senior year which we a ll looked forward to? ? Many th anks to "Wa lt" for a fine job! 
~ore~try ~ielcl 'Crip 
The most glorious of a ll trees-- -the 
(15 points) 
Half of the l.:rew pushed while th e other 
half took pictures. 
Stumps, stu mps and more stumps ETTCCHHHH----
join the "Save tl1e Re dwood League" today . 
Our bus is drawfe d by towering redwoods- -
- -l , 000, 000 board feet per ac re . 
"A t the count of three we will a ll 
baw l---, quit sm iling, Chandry! " 
··Iaoo 
Yea cur . ts t lt o gro . 
c w l t 
afl th ' on 
e s· e ho lerta C lJr to 
lub • . , 
"This ra pid growing stand me rits 
a pic ture , oo ps , where 's the 
fil m. " 
:;1.un ior~ 
Be ll, Dick 
Ch ristne r, Jere 
Cutler , Dick 
Dewey, Jed 
Exce ll, Max 
Ge rr y, Dale 
Green, Robe rt 
Haag , David 
He iner, Terry 
Hunter , Bill 
Hyde , Ray 
Kurrle , Bill 
Lane , Alan 
Me ier, David 
Pa rks, Wesley 
Pe rry, Roger 
Round y, Ve rn 
Schulze , Rich a rd 
Sibley , Dic k 
St . Pierre , Wendell 
Stew a rt, Dona ld 
Wa tson, Raymond 
JUN IORS NOT PICTURED 
Ba tes , Michae l 
Bishop, Clyn 
Both , Glenn 
Bridger, James 
Butte r, Cha rles 
Dennis, Fre d 
Durc tschi, Be lde n 
Fe qirza da , Noor 
Grace , Ha rr y 
Ha nsen, Dona ld 
Hamer, Pa ul 
Hill , James 
Houseweart, Tim 
Innis, Da vid 
Johnos, Ronald 
Landrum, George 
Les lie , Lanny 
Meye r, Thomas 
Misulia , Mich ae l 
Norton , Norman 
Peffe n, Bre nt 
Pe te rson , David 
Rothe r, Wilfrie d 
Summer eamp- 1963 
On June 10, Tony Grove again became the center of activity as forty inspiring foresters gathered 
for the 1963 Forestry Summer Camp, Following introductions and handshakes, the activities - ~both curricular 
and extra-curricular--were quickly begun. 
Curricular ac tivities consisted of the four classes essential to every forester before beginning his 
upper division work, Dr. Jim B. Grumbles sharpened the men in the many aspects of range management 
and range plant identification, Gar Workman lead the search for beaver and elk and introduced them to 
wildlife management, Ray Moore, camp director , instructed the men in the basic fundamentals of forest 
surveying and forest inventory, "Doc" Daniel introduced the young foresters to the complex intricacies of 
a 1i ving forest and the proud traditions of a professional forester, 
Extra-curricular activities added to the enjoyment of the summer. These consisted of water fights, 
baloney sandwich fights, trips to the Cactus and fantastic clashes of volleyball follow ed by equa lly fantastic 
efforts of study, 
The highlight of the summer was the fire in Waterfall Canyon above Ogden. Everyone got 18 hours 
of fire time, some valuable experience and a pat on the back from the Forest Service, 
Many lasting friendships were formed during the summer. Ray Moore agrees that: "They're all 
better physically conditioned, a bit more keen of mind ;:;nd a ;\thole lot more confident after their forestry 
summer camp experience, " "Doc" Daniel sums up the summer by saying: "Foresters may forget a lot of 
fore stry but a forester never forgets summer camp. " 

Left to Right-1st Row: Don Hansen, David Meier, Dick Cutler, Dave Peterson , George Lan dru m , Dale Gerry. 2nd Row: 
Thomas Meyer , IV es ley Pa rks, Russell Kingle ys , IV illia m Kurrle , Richard Schulze, Robert Green , Kenneth Turner. 
_3rd Row; Ray Hyde , Richard Sibley , Dave Innis, Allyn Jasper , Roy Gore, Kdtil Tweedie , Gary Sayer . 
Left to Right - 1st Row: Vern Roundy , Valdon Hancock, Forest Morin, Roger Pe rry, Max Excel! , Jere Cluisrner , 2nd Row: 
Reinhard Jockel, Bill Schiffbauer, Harr y Grace, Wendell St. Pierre , Wilfried Rother, Michael Misulia, Sh e ldon Le1vis . 
_3rd Row : Clinton Groll, Don Stewa rt, Dave deSousa, Monk Lew is, Alan Lan e , Roy Watson, William Peters . 
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Sophomore~ 
·re~hmen 
All sopho mo re studenrs ma joring in forestry will have the experie nce of 
taking a civil engineering c lass under the direction of Prof. Tingey. 
This is one of many labs tha t the student will t ake while a t USU. This 
lab , as a ll others, is designed to give the studen t of forest management 
the general and prac tica l knowledge he will need to become a successful 
forest manager. 
cgracluate Student~ 
I I I I I I 
Left to Right: 
Hobart H. Riley -- Forest l'vla nagement ; RESOURCE ORIENTED RECREAT ION, Maste r of Science. 
Dennis Black-- Forest tvlanagement; I TERPRETIVE RECREATION , Master of Science . 
Dick Crysda le -- Forest Recrea t ion; LAKE ZONING 0! YEL LOWSTONE LAKE, Master of Forestry . 
Gerhard Glatze l-- Silviculture; GERMINATIO OF E GELMAN SPRUCES EEDS, Master of Science . 
,-
... f] ~: , .. -.. _ .... _ .... ~-
GRADUATE STUDE TS NOT PICTURED 
David A. Burack 
Jack A. Darnall 
Mohamma d Ashra t Khan 
Fong Yin Liang 
William Pou lsen 
Laxmi B. Rama 
"':' ...... 
..:: -
:cently completed at the Intermoun tain Forest & 
.nge Experimen t Station is a study of e ro sion on 
gging roads. This research was conducted 
Region One of tile Forest Service and on the 
.yette Na tiona l Forest iii Region Four. There 
~re two ma in objectives of this study , one is to 
:term ine the best distance in placing cross dit-
.es on roads of different grades , soil types, and 
[Jographic rondition . The picture at the right, 
ken on the Lola Na tional Forest , shows ti1e 
art of an erosion di tch . 
"It should never be forgotten tha t the ma in task of the universities is to 
edu ca te men. The country will need skille d professional men in the 
future as mucl1 as it will need knowledge . As we now go we are not 
meeting this challenge sufficiently . Every resea rch program placed 
in a university sh ould be so ordered that its product is not only new 
knowle dge but skilled educa ted men . " 
Vannevar 8usi1 
Photo lntermounrain Forest & Range Experiment Sta tion 
The second objec tive of the stud y is to de termine th e 
width of the protective strips of logg ing debris need ed 
to contain e rosion se dime nt , The above picture shows 
an area of heavy logging debris offering higher resistance 
to sedi ment flow, wh ile th e picture to the left shows 
an area of low debris intensity offering re latively little 
resistance to sedime nt flow. 
Inte rmountai n Forest & Ra nge Experime nt 
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will remind Foresters 
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I 
... ~~ 
Foresters and fire fighting protection men call the 
INDIAN 
"a one man fire department" 
and tell us "they are worth their weight in gold." 

26 
The present e nrollment of 139 students in range managemem is higher th a n ever before in history . This 
makes us by fa r the largest range de parrmem in the coumry. 
Graduate work is es pecia ll y popu lar. We have 20 men on the campus now working on masters and doctors 
programs , as we ll as 5 doing the ir researcl1 work e lsewh e re . Des pite this large e nrollm e m, demand for men con-
tinues to exceed suppl y. l f yo u have comact with good boys, wl1y not steer them imo the range field? The re is 
unlim ire d opportunity for imelligem, practical men in ou r profession . 
We now have the best building and best resea rch faci lities available anywhe re . Faculty resea rch is rea ll y 
producing . You may be interested in just a brief of the studies und e r way . 
Wayne Cook has made a natio na l reputation in range nutrition resea rch, inc luding grazing value of range 
spec ies an d how to supplem ent g razing animals for maximum m eat and wool production. He a lso is studyi ng 
methods of revegetating deple ted range s, how to gra ze steep mountain range to get bes t stock distribu t ion, and 
how season an d intens it y of grazing a ffects yie ld and qua lity of desert range plams. An Smith has a tremendous 
program underway on th e range forage requ irements of big game animals an d how these an imals compete with 
dom est ic livestock. Be nn y Goodwin has a wate rshed st ud y in Loga n Canyon dea ling with how grazing steep slopes 
affects soil an d wate r re lationships. On dese rt ranges he is studying t he a uteco logy or growth habits of individual 
species . Also he is st ud yi ng effec ts of rode ms and rabbits on range forage production. At Cedar City, Phil Ogde n 
is doing basic resea rc h on factors affecting food storage in plant roots and t l1e ir grow tll habits . He also is stud ying 
grazing influences on both mountain and desert sheep ranges . Al Blea k has a full-t ime resea rch assignme nt on 
reseedi ng ranges . He is gett ing into ba sic fac tors affec ti ng esta blisl1m e nt and growth of grasses . Paul Packer also 
is doing full -time resea rcl1 . Thi s dea ls with wa te rsh ed management and re vegetation of problem areas . Add to 
this the exce ll e m research by gradua ce students a nd it makes an impress ive total--a se rvice to th e whole profession 
of range manage m e nt and to th e li vestock industry. 
---
L. A. Stoddart, Head 
Department of Range Management 
YNE L. GOODWIN 
Prof. Ra nge Mgmt. 
J of Idaho, MS, U of 
, PhD, W sh . St. Col. 
C. WAYNE COOK 
Asst . Dean, College 
Forest , Range & Wild-
life Management . 
BS , Kansas State Co l. 
MS, USU; PhD, Texas 
A & M . 
ARTHUR D. SMITH 
Professor. Range Mgmt. 
BS, USU, MS, U of Calif., 
PhD, U. of Michigan 
JIM B. GRUMBLES 
Asst. Prof. Range Mgmr. 
BS , SW Texas St. Col. 
MS, & Ph D, Texas A & M. 
KARL G. PARKER 
Ext. Range Spec ia l ist 
The Trai l Boss 
27 
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ANDERS ON, JULIAN L. 
Aurora, Utah 
Range Management 
Am. Soc. Range Mgmt . 
Plant I. D. Team 
DITTMER. DON 
Davenport , Iowa 
Forest- Range 
Am. Soc . RangeMgmt. 
Plant I. D. Team 
DURFEE, VERR DON "L" 
Aurora , Utah 
Range Management 
Am. Soc. Range Mgmt. 
FULLER, DON 
Spanish Fork, Utah 
Range Managment 
Am . Soc . Range Mgmt. 
Forestry Club 
Plant I. D. Team 
Soc . Am. Foresters 
GREENWOOD, WILLIAM 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 
W a tersl1ed 
Xi Sigma Pi 
Am. Soc. Range Mgmt. 
GROCE, LYNN V. 
El Paso Texas 
Range Management 
Am. Soc. Range Mgmt. 
Forestry Clu b 
Bapt ist Stu dent Uniop 
HALL, RICHARD 
Nephi, Utah 
Range Management 
Am. Soc. Range Mgmt, 
Plant I, D, Team 
HARENBERG, WILLIAM A. 
Log an , Utah 
Waters.Je(l 
Xi Sigma Pi (Sec. Fis . Agent) 
Am. Soc . Range Mgm t. 
Soil Con. Soc . Am. 
Am. Geo. Union 
HA VNVIK , JOHN I. 
Belfield , North Da ko ta 
Range Ma nagement 
Am . Soc . Range Mgmt. 
Wildlife Society Office r 
Co-org's Com. Wildlife Soc . 
HESS, DAVID R. 
McConnellsville . Ohio 
Range Management 
Xi Sigma Pi 
Am . Soc . Range Mgmt. 
Forestry C lu b 
Forestry Senator 
HOWARD, RODERICK R. 
Bountiful. Utah 
Range Management 
~ENSEN, DARWIN R. 
Castle Da le . Utah 
Ra nge Management 
Am. Soc. Range Mgmt. 
Chair. Parliamentary Proc. 
Com. for Range Soc. 
LEVIE, J. ALLEN 
Sevier, Utah 
Range Management 
QUILTER, G. GLADE 
Gunnison, Utah 
Range Management 
Am. Soc. RangeMgmt. 
Plant I. D. Team 
ROSS, D. DALE 
Sevier , Utah 
Range Management 
Am. Soc . Range Mgmt. 
ROWLEY, SAMUEL R. 
Monti cello , Utah 
Range Man agement 
Am. Soc. Range Mgmt . 
SCHMIDTLEIM, DONALD W. 
Austin , Nevada 
Range Management 
Forestry Clu b 
Xi Sigma Pi 
Soc . Range Mgmt. (Sec-Tre) 
Chairman Soc. Range Mgmt. 
TAIT, ARTHUR LAMOND 
Mt. Carmel, Utah 
Range Management 
Am. Soc . Range Mgmt. 
Alpha Zeta 
THORPE, SETH I. 
Ro berts, Iclaho 
Forest- Range 
Am. Soc . Range Mgmt. 
Forestry Club. 
VIGIL, RUDY 
Esparola, New Mexico 
Forest- Ran ge 
Xi Sigma Pi 
Forestry Clu b 
Newman C lu b 
Intermural Manager 
WEBSTER, ROBERT L. 
Claremont California 
Forest-Range 
Foresters Foot ba ll. 
Student Life Co lumnist 
Chips Cartoo ns, 
WILSON , RONALD S. 
La Verkin , Utah 
Range Management 
Am . Soc. Range Mgm t. 
Student-Facult y Re lat. Com. 
Assis tant Intramural Man . 
Rep. to Ran ge Journal 
WHITTEKIEND, CRAIG 
Cedar City , Utah 
Range Management 
Vice Chairman, 
Am. Soc. Range Mgmt. 
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTO 
359 South Main Street 
Logan, Utah 
P. 0. Box 504 
Phone SK 2-6405 or SK L--~ 
CACHE VALLEY ELECTRIC CO. 
CALL US 
to 
"Charter a Bus" 
Church Groups School Groups 
• • 
Personal Needs Youth Organizations 
COOK TRANSPORTATION CO. 
58 West 4th North, Logan 
SENIORS NOT PICTURED 
Baldwin, A. Clair 
Batt, Lynn N. 
Brazell, Lore n N. 
Burch, Richard G. 
Greiman, Harley L. 
Hammond, Robert J. 
Hanks, Wa lter 
Harvey , William J. 
Havter, Ken wood S., 
Jasper, Allyn S. 
Jenkins, Ralph D. 
Lewis, Sheldon M. 
Poulsen , Martin A. 
Sayer , Ga rry E. 
Shenton, H. Dean 
Short , Darrel J. 
Swain, G. Von 
Tweedie, Keith R, 
Forestry Graduates and Students: You are 
invited to join thousands of foresters and 
woodland operators and find "What you 
need - When you need it" at: 
FOrestry Suppliers, Inc. 
Box 8397, 205 West Rankin Street 
Jackson. Mississippi 39202 
Quality Forestry, Engineering. Camping and 
Industrial Supplies - SHIPPED ANYWHERE! 
DICK'S SUPER SERVICE 
''BEST PLACE YET" 
Dick Bower 
Manager 
Wheel Balance 
Brake Reline 
303 N. Main 
Ph. SK 2-3645 
Motor Tune-up 
General Repair 
<:f<a11ge ']ield 'Crip 
RANGE FIELD TRIP 
by Dr. Jim B. Grumbles 
Each fall during the two week period immediately prior to registration, senior students; 
of Range Management round out their formal education with a tour of the western rangela1ds; . 
Such tours are designed specifically to afford these future range managers an opportunity to 
observe the Drinciples and various range areas throughout the Western United States. Pas: 
trips have included visits to the Pacific Coast and Northwest U.S. , the Rocky Mountains of 
Colorado and Wyoming and the Great Plains of Central U. S. The trip for 1963 covered som•e 
2400 m1les and parts of eight states including Idaho, Wyoming, Montana, North and Somh 
Dakota, Nebraska, Co lorado and Utah . 
Scheduled stops inalude d visits to the state research and experiment station, U.S . D. A . 
research stations, and private ranch operations to observe the research on and application of 
new methods of range improvement. In addition, eoological stops were made at various 
places along with visits to points of interest such as Mt. Rushmore and the Black Hills of Soutth 
Dakota. 
The 1963 trip was not without its tribulations. Mother Nature kept her sprinklers gorng, 
much of the time and the bus decided to rest in the Black Hills. However, patience and 
fortitude prevailed and, after the minor operation of removing the generator, travel was 
resumed. 
Thanks to Dr. Grumbles, the trip was a great success. 
Cheap transportation. 
Your 
Graduation 
Ring 
The Most Respected 
Symbol of Your 
Educational Achievement 
Purchase at 
Utah State University 
Bookstore 
Logan, Utah Pepsi Cola Bottling Co. 
of Logan 
Aclcling the final touch to the Forestry-Biological Science Building 
Olson and Davis Construction Co., Inc. 
650 East 4th South 
Logan, Utah 
cpla11 t '5 clerttificatiort 'Ceam 
Le ft to Right -Se at ed: Von Sw a in , Harle y Greima n, Standi ng: Glade 
Quilte r, Julian AndP. rson, Dic k Hal l. Dr. J im B. Grum bles . 
One of the highlights of the year in the Range Dept, was the 1st place which the plant I, D. Team 
under the team coach Jim Grumbles, won at the ASRM meeting in Witchata, Kansas. Behind USU was 
Texas A & M 2nd and Colorado State 3rd, 
All five of the men on the team placed in the top nine individual standing, Richard Hall placed 1st, 
and Julian Anderson placed 3rd in the individual standing. 
If we win one more time the traveling trophy will remain at Utah State. 
RICHARD HALL 
1st Place 
JULIAN ANDERSON 
3rd Place 
BULLEN'S 
1475 North Main 
Ford Machines Help Foresters 
Get More Trees Planted 
In Less Time 
Sales-- Service·· Parts 
ALaEllT5CR5 
"We Give Gold Strike Stamps" 
SK 2-7301 
One Stop Shopping Ce 
"Plenty of Free 
Parking" 
29 East 400 North 
Open from 8 a.m. to 9 p.m. Weekdays 
Closed Sundays 
ppbell, Lewis 
~ ley , Ervin 
Dunford, Joseph 
Hancock. Va ldon 
Harper, Thomas 
Moren, Forest 
Morrow, Larry 
Adams, s. 
Bagley, M. 
Bartlet, E. 
Barton, R. 
Benson, K. 
Campbe ll, L. 
Gore, W. 
Peterson, James 
W angsgard, Lee 
JUNIORS NOT PICTURED 
Groll , C . 
Hall, R. 
Hannum , T. 
Hodgkinson, H. 
Lewis, M. 
Martindale, L. 
Miller , s. 
~ophomore" 
Left to Right-Row 1: Carl Garske, Phil Vance , Row 2: Dave Sargent, 
Mike Sullivan, Art Johnson, Paul Kihlmire. 
Winward, Alma 
Zufelt, Nick 
Owens, B. 
Phillips, J. 
Rafshider, G. 
Reimes, F. 
Rowley, F. 
Rowley , R. 
Sip, L, 
~re~hmen 
Left to Right : Samuel M. Okelberry, Andy N, Burkacki, 
Buryl F. Sh ort, G, Edwa rd Merrihew, Phil W. Vance , 
Edward l. Korzdorfer , Robert Wilson. 
Specification 
Concrete 
Prompt 
Delivery 
Quality 
Serviee 
Johnson Ready Mix Concrete Co.. Inc· 
620 South Main 
Phone 752-2000 
CJ2a11~e Society 
The Student Chapter of th e Am e rican Socie ty of Ra nge Manage rs has continued to g row during th e 
past yea r. Eve ry class , from Freshm a n to Se niors are re prese nte d in our m embership. Th e soc ie t y is 
prim a ril y a profess ional orga nization , witn pro ficie ncy in th e fie ld of Ran ge Ma na gem e nt as its objec tive, 
but it a lso incl ude d a c om bine d Range- Forestry Club Bar-B -Q which was a g rand success . 
Office rs fo r the past yea r included: Cha irman , Don a ld Schm idtle in; Vice Cha irm a n, Craig Whitti-
ki end ; Sec- Tres , Lew Campbe ll ; Counc il Me mber . Fred Gi ffo rd & Jim Pe te rson. 
Right to Left: Row 1-Arthur Tait, Stanley Miller, Forest Moren, Von Swain, Dale Ross, 
Loren Brazell, William Haren berg, Gary Donarr , Lew is Martindale, Seth Thorpe, 
Row 2-Harley Greiman, Richard Hall, William Harvey , Robert Leonard, Richard Burch , 
Thomas Harper, Ervin Cowley, Lewis Campbell, Earl Hindley, Darwin Jensen, Keith 
Tweedie, Ronald Wilson, 
Row 3-David Hess, James Peterson, Verl Groce, Clinton Groll, Alan Levie , Julian 
Anderson, Verr Don Durfee, Paul Leonard, Lynn Bott, Garry Sayer, Dean Shenton. 
Row 4- Donald Schmidtlein, Dr. Jim Grumbles, Roderick Howard, Marvin Bagley, 
Melvin Young, Craig Whittekiend, Walter Hanks, Mont Lewis, Glade Quilter, 
Larry Morrow, Larry Sip. 
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~raduate Student" 
Left to Right: 
Row 1: George Scatter; TUNDRA VEGETATION OF THE BAKER LAKE REGION, N. W. T. IN RELATION 
TO ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS. Ph. D. Candidate. 
Leonard, Bob; INFLUENCE OF FATTY ALCOHOLS UPON INFILTRATION AND SOIL COHESION. 
Master of Science Candidate. 
Gary B. Donart; MEASURE OF CARBOHYDRATE RESERVES IN SIX MOUNTAIN RANGE PLANTS WITH 
RESPECT TO PHE NOLOGICAL STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT & ARTIFICIAL DEFOLIATION. Ph. D. Candidate. 
Row 2: Melvin C. Young; EFFECT OF COMMON USE ON BOTANICAL COMPOSITION, NUTRITIVE 
CONTENT, & DIGESTIBILITY OF DIETS OF CATTLE AND SHEEP. Master of Science Candidate. 
William, Meiners; RELATION OF SOME SOIL FACTORS TO SITE CLASSIFICATION FOR PINYON-
JUNIPER WOODLAND. Master of Science Candidate. 
John, Mitchell; RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SOIL MINEROLOGY AND PLANT DISTRIBUTION WITHIN TWO 
COMMUNITIES OF THE SHAD SCALE ZONE IN UTAH. Master of Science Candidate. 
C. Mohammed Sharif; SUBJECT NOT SELECTED. Ph. D. Candidate. 
Dan Baird 
Kendall Nelson 
Ahmad Aghabeigi 
G. B. Shaikh 
Nasorllah Sefidbakht 
Phil Sims 
RANGE GRADUATES NOT PICTURED 
Gerald Gifford 
Teja Singh 
Paul Leonard 
Harold W. Kent 
Harold Isaacson 
George W. Alderson 
RANGE RESEARCH 
by Dr, L, A, Stoddart 
The Range Management Department has a full research program involving almost all staff 
members, Professors Cook, Goodwin, and Ogden all devote half or more of their time to projects 
under the Utah Agricultural Experiment Station, Smith devotes full time to research with the Utah 
Fish and Game Department on game range problems, Other cooperative funds come from the Bureau 
of Land Management, the Forest Service, the Bureau of Reclamation, and the University Research 
Program, Some 10, 000 acres of land are grazed by the Department under various research programs, 
Projects include, among others, such varied things as animal nutrition, range seeding, competition 
from rabbits, effect of grazing on watersheds, physiological reaction of plants to grazing, effect of 
deer on aspen reporduction, and what kind of range antelope need, About 20 graduate students get 
all or part of their thesis material from these projects, 
ntelope are used in the study 
f game range relationship, 
Careful weight records are needed for Range Nu-
trition studies, 
Correlation of vegetation and erosion control, 
Clipping studies for proper utilization determina-
tion of the range, 
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GREAVES CAF 
Cactus Club 580 North Main, Logan, Utah 
Cold Beer -Good Sandwiches 
Draft Beer To Go 
ROSBORO TIMBER FABRICATION 
Glued laminated and sawn timber beams, 
arches and trusses can be used to advan-
tage for nearly all types of roof structures. 
Rosboro's Fabrication Department has over 
twenty years of experience in engineered 
timber fabrication. 
Design consultation and cost estimates are 
available for your building needs. 
For additional information write or phone 
Quality Control 
*WCLIB Gra d e Sta mped 
* AITC Standards 
Area Code 503 • Phone 746·8411 

CWilcllife 
~rom the ':Department of qoilcllife ~e~ource~ 
Staff activities and accomplishments have been among the news highlights in the Department of Wildlife 
Resources 1963-64, Frederick W. Rabe III (B. S, and M, s. Colorado State University, Ph, D. University of 
Utah, prior employment with the Na tional Park Service) became Assistant Leader of the Cooperative Fishery 
Unit. Appointme nt of David Balph (Ph. D. pending at Utah State) as Assistant Professor in animal-behavior 
research under N. I. H. support, and assignment of Wayne H. Bohl (assistant to Dr. Gardiner Bump in the u.s. 
Fish and Wildlife Service 's foreign gamebird introduction program) to our campus all increase staff size and 
sta ture. 
Election of Jack H. Berr yman to the presidency of The Wildlife Socie t y, and appointment of W. F. 
Sig ler and A. W. Stokes to N. I. H. an d N. S. F. rev iew pane ls bring c re dit to our staff. The new Bea r Lake 
Laboratory is now complete and being administered by a committee of which William F. Helm is chairman. 
Seve ral new research, graduate, and undergraduate gra nts, and staff participation in an inte rdisc iplinary toxi-
cology curr iculum round out a busy year . 
On-campus gradu ate students this year number 26, and constitute a cosmopolitan group from many states 
and Canada. Their thesis research covers a gamut of problems ranging from highly practical management pro-
jects to basic studies in behavior and ecology. 
Undergraduates numbe r 130 and also hail from th e four corners of the land. The ir student chapter of The 
Wildlife Society remains active and is planning a Socie ty student conclave on our campus for next yea r. 
The de partm e nt continues to move forward in its three objectives of teaching, resea rch, and extension, 
not seeking size a nd growth for their own sake, but stress ing qualit y in teaching an d de pth in research as pri-
mary goals . 
WAGNER, FREDERIC H. 
Assoc. Prof; Wildlife Resources 
BS, So, Methodist U 
MS, PhD, U of Wisconsin 
Research: Population Dynamics 
Courses: Adv, Animal Ecology 
NEUHOLD, JOHN M, 
Asst. Prof; Wildlife Resources 
~acuity 
SIGLER, WILLIAM F. 
Prof. and head; Dept, of 
Wildlife Resources 
BS, MS, PhD, Iowa State College 
Research: Water Pollution 
Courses: Adv, Animal Ecology 
STOKES, ALLEN W, 
Prof, of Wildlife Resources 
BS, Harverford C, 
MA, Harvard 
PhD, U of Wisconsin 
Research: Animal Behavior 
Courses: Animal Behavior 
KELKER, GEORGE H. 
Prof, of Wildlife Resources 
BS, BSF, MSF, Hiram C, 
SCD, U of Michigan 
Courses: Gun safty 
BS, MS, PhD, Utah State University 
Research: Toxicology & Physiology 
NOT PICTURED 
RABE, FREDERICK 
Courses: Limnology 
Assist, Prof; Assist, Leader, 
Cooperative Fishery Unit 
BS, MS, Colo State, 
PhD, University of Utah 
Research: Alpine Lakes 
Courses: Principles of Management 
LOW, JESSOP B. 
Prof, of Wildlife Resources, 
Leader, Cooperative Wildlife 
Research Unit 
BS, Utah State 
MS, PhD, Iowa State 
Research: Marshland Ecology 
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FACULTY CONTINUED 
FRANKLIN, DONALD R, 
Assoc. Prof, and Leader 
Cooperative Fishery Unit 
BS, Univ, of Minn. 
~D. Univ, of Michigan 
Research: Dynamics of Fish Pop, 
Courses: Theory of Fish Pop, 
SPENCER R. AMEND 
Great Bend, Kansas 
Game Management 
Foresrry Club, XI SIGMA PI 
President of student chapter of 
the Wildlife Society 
MILTON HADERLIE 
Thayne, Wyoming 
Big Game Management 
Wildlife Society 
DAVE HOOPAUGH 
Longbeach , Calif. 
Fisheries 
Forestry Club, lntramurals, 
Freshman Scholarsh ip Trophy 
Alpha Zeta 
Senior6 
HELM, WILLIAM T, 
Asst. Prof; Wildlife Kt:~>uUJr~.:a 
BS, MS, ~D, Univ. 
Research: Distribution and 
Movement of Fish 
Courses: A qua tic Ecology 
JOHN L. CHRISTENSEN 
Logan, Utah 
Fish Management 
Wildlife Society 
BLAINE HILTON 
Rex burg, Idaho 
Game Management 
Wildlife Society 
FLOYD K. HOPPER 
Carlstadt , N. J. 
Wildlife Resources 
Wildlife Society 
KENN 0. HORNER 
Milwaukee, Wis 
Game Management 
Homecoming Committee Chairman 
Religious Emphasis Chairman 
Wildlife Society, Wildlife Editor of 
1964 Juniper 
RONALD D. JONES 
Waldron, Arkansas 
Fisheries 
Forestry Club 
LAVON LOYND 
Rigby, Idaho 
Game Management 
Wildlife Society 
DAVE MYERS 
Tooele, Utah 
Game Managemef't 
Wildlife Society 
TED UPGREN 
Bismarck, N. D. 
Game Management 
Wildlife Society 
ROBERT HUDDLESTON 
San Diego, Calif. 
Game Management 
Forestry Club 
Wildlife Societ y 
ROBERT A. LOCKWOOD 
Highland Park, N.J. 
Wildlife Resources 
Wildlife Society 
JA MES K. MORGAN 
Rigb y, Idaho 
Gam e Management 
NSF Undergraduate Assistantship 
Wildlife Socie t y 
DAVE PETERS 
Huron, S.D. 
Fisheries 
Wildlife Society 
LARRYJ. WILSON 
LeRoy, Illinois 
Fisheries 
Wildlife Society 
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Dalton, Robert Fish 
Luttich, Stuart Game 
Evans, Gary Game 
Maier, Ronald Game 
~unior" 
Hesse, John Fish 
Miller, Joel Game 
SENIORS NOT PICTURED 
GRADUATING 
Bettencourt, Norm Game 
Carboni, Pete Fish 
Dale, Joseph Game 
Dunn, Richard Game 
Ellis, Robert Game 
Gifford, Jerry Game 
Johns . Farrel Fish 
Johnson, Laird Game 
Karsten, Ernest Game 
Mast, John Game 
Musselman, Jerry Game 
Nelson, James Fish 
Owen, John Game 
Poppleton, Dan Game 
Samuelson, Jon Game 
Trim berger. Eugene Fish 
NOT GRADUATING 
Cole, Michael Fish 
Gunnell, Frank Fish 
Matthews, John Fish 
McLelland, William Game 
McQuivey, Robert Fish 
lrizarry, Dick Fish 
Smith, Paul Game 
Wares, Paul Fish 
JUNIORS NOT PIC1URED 
Christensen, Brent Game 
Clay, Ronald Game 
Dean, Ernest Game 
Decker, Jerome Game 
Dubois, Stanley Game 
Fisher, Emil Game 
Gaspari, Richard Game 
Goodey, LeRoy Game 
Guier, Charles Game 
Heath, Robert Game 
Henion, Robert Game 
Jardin, Eddie Game 
Planz, Tyson Game 
Plumb, Robert Fish 
Strub, Donald Game 
Summers, James Fish 
Walters, Ronald Game 
Webster, John Game 
Winn, Dall Fish 
CJLatiottal 
Science 
~ouncl.ation 
• s. F. awarded a grant of $15, ooo to support undergraduate research in the Department of CL(11cJ.ert7racJ.uate 
fe Resources for 1964. The seven participants, chosen on the basis of their academic rec- v 
d interest in research , to receive a stipend are: Gary Evans-development of ca lls in chuk-
ltr idge; Dennis Workman -the role of behavior in regulating ground squirrel numbers; Craig 
1and James Morton-jackrabbit ecology; and Robert Dalton, Terrance Lee , a nd John Hesse-
·s of Fish Movement in Bear Lake. Supervising this research are Professors W .. T . He lm, F. 
lgner, and A. W. Stokes . 
cp articipant~ 
CJ1orth cAmerican qoilclliJe attcl CJLatural c.Re~ource~ 
lfhe twenty-ninth North American Wildlife and Natural Resources 
renee was held at the Sahara Hotel in Las Vegas, Nevada March 
The theme "Resources for the Good Life" was expanded by the 
.tation of "Sharing the Responsibility". The thoughts were expressed 
~rough a modernization of ideas there must be a trend to supply 
ces at little increase in cost, We recognize that the increase in 
nion can't be supplied indefinitely. What can be accomplished 
Cis upon public understanding. A. S, Leopold presented an outstand-
port on "Predator and Rodent Control in the United States". He 
1at <1lthough we have inherited past ideas, time and social values 
changed, We must recognize the recreational significance of many 
bountied animals. and only in those troublesome areas should local 
11 become essential. 
tah State University sent five undergraduates and nine graduates to 
I the great number of papers given at the Conference. During the 
e of events, the USU student chapter of the National Wildlife Society 
d all students from all western universities to attend the first Wild-
onclave of Western Students. Here a tentative date was set to 
all schools west of a line drawn from Eastern North Dakota to 
n Texas to Utah State University for a Western Student Wildlife 
eottJerence 
... 
a ve. In conjunction with the meeting, President Jack H. Berryman spoke to the group encouraging them to 
tue the spreading of professionalism through our Society. 
1encer Amend was given the responsibility of setting up the conclave and Kenn Horner submitted the mirrutes 
meet ing. We look forward to a great year building on a strong foundation. Some of the schools which were 
~ndance were Humbolt State College, New Mexico, and Texas A&M. 
"The backward g lance . " F. Hopper 
I1 
F. Hopper 
"Don't look at me; I left the keys in Logan! " 
R. Goulden 
·. 
., 
'I, 
Elk driven into Slough Creek Trap by 
National Park Service Yellowstone National Park, 
Wyoming. 
:-ley! Who is in charge here?" R. Goulden "But my dear, red earrings are the fashion. " R. Goulden 
Since the start of the wildlife field trips there has been revolutionary ideas in the management of some of 
~e visited areas. Mans ecological conscience has changed the scope of thoughts toward better management practices . 
. ere at Yellowstone Park, a busload of eager students, representing all aspects of the college , participated in a rare 
![ive of Elk into pens for tagging and other data purposes. One of the vast information programs in the park was 
fis operation in which helicopters were used to drive and herd the Elk into established pens where confinements be-
rme more restricted. Migratirm routes of the animals are an important aspect in the ecology of the range and the 
rimal itself. 
From the interesting lectures that were given in the dormitory a new picture of the problems were oonsidered 
ry the students. Many sides of the story were presented on Elk problems and one evening was devoted to bear mana-
ement . 
Although the volley ball team was not up to the excellent challenge that was given by the park rangers, a 
ood time was enjoyed through the effort. What do we have here; a girl under all those clothes and a second and even 
third! Yes, the events took on a new air this year as three female students trecked through coal mine flats and 
Fross the open range after glimpses of Elk, Bighorn, and a close look at range problems. No assists were offered 
10se who at one point fell behind the crowd, but they sure pro ved themselves able in handling the great out-of-doors. 
An important aspect was meeting the involved people anrl getting a first hand view of the situation and being 
le to make, upon inspection , first hand evaluation of the events. Many were enthused with the abundance of visible 
imals on th is trip. Bighorn sheep, Bison, Pronghorn, and Coyote were on the list of observed species along with Moose 
d Elk. Bright sunny days in the field made the cold chilly wind a bit nicer to do field work. Ranger Bob Howe afforded 
; the best opportunity to observe the animals and understand the policy regarding them. 
A second trip was made to the Hardware Game Ma nagement Unit where an Elk trapping and tagging operation 
as going on. Here a large number of elk are supplied with food to accomodate the range deficiencies. Here a better 
ijOWledge of the Utah problems was examined and the sett ing of the hunting seasons explored. KENN 0. HORNER 
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Whether On The Campus Or In T·he Field 
LEVI'S Is The Preferred Dress Of Foresters And Their Friends 
LEVI'S 
Now Available In A Variety Of Colors 
The USU student chapter of the Wildlife Society has 35 members. The aim of the USU student chapter 
is to acquaint students with the professional ideals of the Wildlife Society and to present topics which the students 
will find stimulating. Some of our programs included: Wayne Bohl who spoke on the Foreign Game Intro duction 
Program, Dr. F. H. Wagner on the research which is being done at USU on jackrabbit populations, Dr. A. W. Stokes 
on Bobwhite Quail Behavior, Dr. D. F. Balph on Response of Ground Squirrels to a Trap, and other programs. The 
student chapter participated in several book sales, rabbit drives, and smokers. 
The Forestry Club, Range Society, and Wildlife Society have all co-operated in framing the FRW Council 
and we support it wholeheartedly. 
Left to Right - Row 1: Robert Hurley, Robert Anderson, Milton Haderlie, Joel Miller, Dave Meyers, 
Leon Fisher, Robert Huddleston, John Havnvik, Leo Hovinga, Robert Lockwood. Row 2: Jerome Decker, 
William Beach, Spencer Amend , Lavon Loynd, Chuck Davis, Paul Wares, Sam Waddell. Row 3: 
Terrance Lee, Paul Smith, Kenn Horner, Robert Dalton, Larry Wilson, Robert Heath, Floyd Hopper, 
Ted Upgren, Dave Peters, James Morgan. 
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T & B SERVICE 
Featuring 
A Complete Line 
of 
AMERICAN 
OIL 
PRODUCTS 
Smithfield, Utah 
American Gasoline 
Lube Jobs 
Wash Jobs 
58 North Main, Smithfield, Utah 
Tom Thurston and Reed Brower, Partners 
SUPPORT YOUR ADVERTISERS · 
FOR Q1.IALITY 
WITHOUT 
QklESTION 
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. 
of Logan 
Bring This Ad For 
AT 
Valley Airmotive Corp. 
WHEN ACCOMPANIED B Y 2 OTHER PERSONS 
AT $2 . 00 EACH 
ROY <FLYER ! TIRE 752-5131 
( (' 
row, Left to right: Dave Erickson, JosHua Warburton, Grant Wood, 
Self, Ken Speans, Tom Barth, Dennis Lerfald, Chuck Davis, Dick 
~. Leo Havinga, Scott Sawby, William Beach, George Studinski, (?). 
row, Left to right: Dennis Workman, Fred Eckhardt, Rodney King, 
Paglia, Darrell Nickolaisen, Alvin George Ott, Jim Paschal, 
rd Shelley, Jim Hill, Dennis McNeal. 
ro Right- Row 1: Brent Halverson, Jim Iglehart, 
rleason, Steve Crannery, Ted Dew, Ed Murphy, 
Uzellac, Sam Manes, Tom John, Chris Cooper, 
~: J. B. Lamoreaux, Harold Knight, Bob Riding, 
Reyes, Larry Bell, Bill Culbertson, John Wyro, 
Gladwin, Rick Mairlle, Bob Anderson~ Dave 
'lill, Jim Leithliter, Ron Honifenger. 
I 
I 
Sophomore~ 
~re~hmen 
~raduate Studettt~ 
Candidates left to right: 
1st Row: 
DONNA BALPH---Wildlife Biology-- "Sound Communication in the Uinta Ground Squirrel. "--Summer Camp--MS 
JOHN G. HEWSTON---Wildlife Biology--"The Role of a Fishery in the Development of the Recreational U;e-Pa 
in A New Reservoir"--Flaming Gorge· Reservoir Recreation Area--PhD 
ELLEN DRAKE---Wildlife Management--Project not yet selected--MS 
2nd Row: 
DAVID BRIDGES--- Fishery Biology-- Project not yet selected-- PhD 
KENNETH COON---Fishery Biology-- "The Structure of the Channel Catfish (I.etalurus punct<.tus)Population of the 
San Miguel and Dolores Rivers. "--Dolores River Basin in W. Colo. and East Utah--MS 
ROBERT L. PHILLIPS---Wildlife Biology--"Ruffed Grouse"--Wellsville Canyon, Utah--MS 
RICHARD C. GOULDEN---Wildlife Biology--Project not yet selected--MS 
NOT PICTURED 
Dr. JESSOP LOW 
RICHARD BARTMAN---Wildlife Biology-- "Evaluation of Conservation Reserve Lands in the Production of Wildlife" 
Box Elder Co,, Utah, Howell Valley--MS 
ERIC G. BOLEN---Wildlife Biology--"The Fulvous Tree Duck, Its Breeding Biology and Relation to Rice Culture." 
Southern Texas, in the vicinity of Welder Wildlife Foundation, Sinton, Texas-- PhD. 
ROBERT CRANER---Wildlife Biology-- "Production and Utilization of Sago Pondweed. "--Bear River Migratory Bird 
Refuge, near Brigham City, Utah--MS 
NORMAN DEY---Wildlife Biology--" Study to Determine Annual Production & Nesting Seasons of the Canada 
at Ogden Bay Refuge. "--Ogden Bay Refuge, Utah--MS 
NEIL FOLKS---Wildlife Biology-- "Evaluation of Cover Type Mapping Procedures as a means of Expressing \...Uill~ou>~ 
of Habitat Important to Wildlife. "--Ouray Wildlife Refuge, Utah (near Vernal)--MS 
DWIGHT MOORE-- -Wildlife Ecology-- "Ecological Studies of Manipulated Marshes at Delta; Manitoba, Canada." 
Delta Waterfoul Research Station Manitoba, Canada- -Ph D 
HORATIO MURDY---Wildlife Biology--"A study of Waterfoul Pro duction in Northwest Territories, Canada. "--
Yellowknife area. (Northwest Territories, Canada)--PhD 
JOHN NAGEL---Wildlife Biology-- "Migratory Patterns and General Habits of the Lesser Snow Goose i n Utah. "--
Box Elder Co. Utah--MS 
DARRELL NISH---Wildlife Biology--"The Effects of Water Development upon Populations of Gambel 's quail in 
Southern Utah. "--Washington County, Utah--MS 
GRADUATE CANIDATES CONTINUED 
VOlT RICHENS---Wildlife Biology--"An Evaluation of the Control Program on the Pocket Gopher on the Cache Nat . 
Forest. "- -Monte Cristo, Cache Nat. Forest-- PhD 
ROGER SCHMITKE---Wildlife Biology--"Some Aspects of Muskrat Ecology at Big Island Lake , Alberta, Canada."--
Edmonton , Alberta, Canada--MS 
GLEN SHERWOOD---Wildlife Biology--"Study of Family Group Relationships & Breeding Behavior in Canada Goose." 
Seney National Wildlife Refuge, Seney, Michigan--PhD 
DAVID SILL---Wildlife Biology-- "Evaluation of Artificial Barriers as a Means of Inducing Greater Nesting Densities of 
Waterfoul. "-Ogden Bay Refuge, Utah-- MS 
DWIGHT SMITH---Wildlife Biology--"Growth Responses of CERCOCARPUS Montanus on Four Soil Types Within the 
Front Range of Colorado. "--Rocky Mt. Forest and Range Experiment Station Colorado-- PhD 
JAMES SPILLETT ---Wildlife Biology-- "Effects of Livestock Fencing on Pronghorn Antelope and Sheep. "--Red Desert 
near Rawlins, Wyoming--MS 
ROBERT VANWORMER- -Wildlife Biology--" Distribution and Habitat Evaluation of the Moose in the Uinta Mountains. "--
Uinta Mountains, Dagger County--MS 
Dr. DONALD R. FRANKLIN 
DAVID VANICEK--- "The Ecology and Life History of the Bonytail Chubs, Gila Baird and Girard, the Colorado 
Squawfish, Ptychocheilus lucius Girard, and the Bluel1ead Sucker, Pantosteous delphinus Cope, 
delphinus Cope, in the Green River following closure of Flaming Gorge Dam. ''--PhD 
THOMAS J. BOA RIO--- "The Development of a Behavior-Based Criterion of the Fitness of Hatchery Trout. " --
Fish Lab in USU--MS 
WILLIAM D. PEARSON-- -No project title yet--MS 
Dr. WILLIAM SIGLER 
JOSEPH W. ANGELOVIC---Fishery Biology, The Effects of Radium 226 on Fish--Logan--PhD 
TED C. BJORNN---Fishery Biology--Survival of Embryos of Chinook Salmon ancl Steelhead Trout in Natural Redds 
and in Incubation Channels--Salmon, Idaho--PhD 
THOMAS J. HASSLER---Fishery Biology--Effects of Anion Detergent on Rainbow Trout--Logan--PhD 
DAVID NYQUIST--Fishery Biology--Effects of Organic Pollution on Aquatic Plants and Animals--PhD 
Dr. JOHN NEUHOLD 
CHARLES E. HICKS-- -Fishery Biology, Detergent Effects on Benthic Per iphyton--Logan River-- MS 
DONALD A. HILDEN---Fishery Biology, Halide Effects on Rainbow Trout--Aquarium Lab at USU--PhD 
Dr. ALLEN STOKES 
DAVID F. BALPH---Wildlife Biology--Ecology of Unita Ground Squirrel--Summer Camp - - PhD 
ROBERT RVMSEY ---Wildlife Biology- -Behavior of the California Quail--Campus USU -- PhD 
H. W. WILLIAMS---Wildlife Biology--Sound Communication in the California Quail--Campus--PhD 
Dr. FREDERIC WAGNER 
JACK E. GROSS---Wildlife Biology - -Populat ion J:),rnamics of Black-Tailed Jac krabbits in Northern Utah--
Curlew Va lley, Box Elde r Co - - P~D 
DONALD RUSCH - --Wildlife Biology--Home Range and Mo vement of Black-T ailed Jackrabbits in Northern 
Utah--Curlew Va lley, Box Elder Co - -MS 
MEL'S 
ANY HEAD CAN BE IMPROVED 
Rainbow Natural Stone 
Distributors, Inc. 
31 Federal Ave .. Logan. Utah 
752-3551 
Jim Petersen - Vice President & Sales Mgr. 
Coed Ruth Vanderbeek admires natural 
stone from Rainbow Quartzite quarries 
100 miles west of Lo9an. 
Harder than Granite 
More Economical than Marble 
Requires Minimum Maintenance 
• PORTRAITS 
• APPLICATION PHOTOS 
• PASSPORT PHOTOS 
e SUPPLIES 
e PROCESSING 
SK 2-0465 
Room 62 Basement of Union Building 
Home Phone SK 2-3211 
529 East 4th South 
Logan. Utah 
(River Heights) 
"Research is the life blood of intelligent wildlife 
management , , , , Research is the search for new 
information and new techniques,,,, " 
lra N, Gabrielson 
Lake Biological Laboratory q,Qi[dlife ~e~earch 
Two types of research are frequently referred to: "Basic" and "Applied. " Basic contributes to our knowledge 
md frequently may not have immediate application to the field while applied research is designed to give immediate 
es:ults or recommendations to the field of wildlife m anagement. Frequently, 'wildlife' research in its broadest sense 
ncludes all species of mammals, birds or fish in which man has a management interest. The terms 'game' or 'fish' 
requently refer to those animals having sporting qualities under regulations by recognized conservation agency. 
At Utah State University through its recognized Department of Wildlife Resources and affiliated and associated 
~roups both basic and applied research in wildlife is being actively pursued. Research is conducted by regular staff 
;nembers of the de partment, by the Utah Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit and the Utah Cooperative Fisheries Unit. 
:ooperating with the Wildlife Research Unit are the Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife, Wildlife Management 
.nstitute, Utah Fish and Game Department and the Utah State University, while the cooperators of the Fishery Unit 
Ire the Utah Fish and Game Department, the Utah State University, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife and the 
;port Fishing Institute. 
We might classify the wildlife and fisheries research at the University into the following areas: 
1. Game research - including research on big game such as elk, deer, antelope, moose and buffalo; 
m waterfowl including many ducks, gees and their habitats; upland game such as pheasants, chuckars, ruffed grouse, 
:harp-tailed grouse and sage grouse; fur-bearing animals as the beaver and muskrat. 
2. Behavioral research - including studies on the response of populations movements, activity patterns and 
Jopulation responses of quail, chukar partridge, Uinta ground squirrels and jackrabbits. 
3. Population dynamics of animals populations in which the jackrabbit has been selected for intensive 
:tudy. Such aspects as population fluctuations, migrations, and movements, and behavioral patterns using all 
mown modern devices including telemetry, are being actually pursued, 
4. Habitat improvement and habitat modification research is the subject of many studies including methods 
>f improving ranges for sage grouse and controlling pocket gophers on high mountain meadows important for game 
pecies and livestock. 
5. Fisheries research work is being actively accomplished on both game and non -game species. Such 
lspects as the movements and activity patterns of sculpin and brown trout, the behavior of normal and inadiated 
rout, and the movements, foods and growth of catfish are presently being studied, Other current work includes a 
I!Udy of the effects of radium on aquatic organisms, the effects of detergents on both fish and algae and the effects 
>f tralides on trout, 
Coordination and cooperation in team work pays the greatest dividends in todays wildlife research. We must 
ecognize the importance of securing assistance from specialists in other fields; our efforts can be enhanced by cooperation 
dth research personnel, with conservation agencies and with other universities. 
Finally, research workers must be trained with a broad back ground in basic science supplemented by cultural 
ubjects and social sciences and properly trained in his area of specialization. Research workers must be able to collect 
he facts on the problems, interpret them in their proper prospective, and be able to report them in clear understandable 
erms. We believe that we are progressing in our goals of wildlife research at Utah State University. 
"Seek and Ye Shall Find; Knock, 
and It Shall Be Opened Unto You" Luke ll:9 
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Dr. J. ALLAN WAGAR 
Cooperative Forest Recreation 
Unit. Intermountain Forest & 
Range Experiment Station 
PAUL E. PACKER 
Watershed Research 
Intermountain Forest & 
Range Experiment Station 
BERRYMAN, JACK H. 
Prof. and Wildlife Extension Specialist 
BS, MS, Univ. of Utah 
o4~~ociatecl Stall 
SUSAN MARTIN 
Chemist 
Department of Wildlife Resources 
Research in the effect of radium 
on stream biota. 
Dr. ROGER S. PETERSON 
Forest Pathologist 
Intermountain Forest & 
Range Experiment Station 
NOT PICTURED 
WAYNE H. BOHL 
Research Biologist 
Foreign Game Introduction 
Program. Branch of Wild-
life Research. Bureau of 
Sport Fisheries and Wildlife 
Research in behavior. 
Dr. R. G. KREBIL 
Forest Pathologist 
Intermountain Forest & 
Range Experiment Sta 
WILLIAM POULSEN 
Assistant State Forester 
~ALD K. TEW 
. Scientist 
rmountain Forest & 
ge Experiment Station 
RICHARD 0, MEEUWIG 
Watershed Research 
Intermountain Forest & 
Range Experiment Station 
NOT PICTURED 
DEAN DOELL 
Utah Fish & Game Department 
SCHAUB AND HAYCOCK 
Architects 
& 
Associates 
75 NORHl MAIN - LOGAN, UTAH 
Crockett Motors 
1354 East 7th North 
e Motor Tune-up 
e Brake Reline 
e Wheel Balance 
e Engine Electrical 
Work 
"Your Campus Garage" 
The following seniors are those who have positions as of 3 p, m., April27, 1964. 
Let's keep in touch with each other. 
BAKER, ROBERT L. 
Teton National Forest 
Jackson, Wyoming 
BUNTING, PETER B. 
lnyo National Forest 
Mammoth Lakes, Calif. 
CARROLL, RICHARD J. 
U.S, N., OCS 
Pensacola, Georgia 
CLOUGH, LARRY 
International Voluntary Service 
U.S. Embassy 
Algiers, Algeria 
DEWITZ, JOHN R. 
Malheur National Forest 
John Day, Oregon 
HAYHURST, EDWARD 
B. L.M. 
Richfield, Utah 
JENSEN, TERRY 
Smokejumper, B. L. M. 
Fairbanks, Alaska 
BRAZELL, LOREN 
B.L.M. 
Shoshone, Idaho 
BURCH, RICHARD 
U, S. N., OCS 
Newport, Rhode Island 
JOHNSON, PHILIP 
Cache National Forest 
Logan, Utah 
MARBY, GERHARD 
Grad. Study at USU 
Logan, Utah 
MITCHELL, KENNETH 
Tongass National Forest 
Ketchikan, Alaska 
MONTGOMERY, JAMES 
Grad. study at Sacramento 
State College 
Sacramento, California 
NEWBY, FLOYD 
Grad. study at U of Mich. 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
REYNOLDS, GRAY F. 
Teton National Forest 
Jackson, Wyoming 
SMITH, EARLE 
B. L.M. 
Monticello, Utah 
DURFEE, VERR DON 
Utah Fish and Game Comm. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
GREIMAN, HARLEY 
Grand Mesa National Forest 
Delta, Colorado 
SNYDER, COLE C. 
Ketchikan Pulp & Paper Co. 
Ketchikan, Alaska 
ROGERS, JAMES J. 
International Voluntary Service 
U, S, Embassy 
Algiers, Algeria 
THOMP S:::JN, ROY 
U.S. Army Flight School 
Fort Benning, Georgia 
VIRGIN, RICHARDT. 
Stanislaus National Forest 
San Andreas, California 
WINDHAM, JESSE W. 
Fort Knox, Kentucky 
ZUMBO, JAMES 
Utah State Board of Forestry 
and Fire Control 
Price, Utah 
HARVEY, WILLIAM 
Los Padres National Forest 
Santa Barbara, California 
GROCE, V. LYNN 
Kiabab National Forest 
Jacobs Lake, Arizona 
ti-LaSal National Forest 
~. Utah 
;, DAVID 
'Ilational Vol untary Service 
Embassy 
ers, Algeria 
f:, ALDEN 
,e National Forest 
, Idaho 
30NI, PETE 
lU of Sport Fisheries & Wildlife 
!, JOE 
Fish and Game 
N, RICHARD 
J Fish and Game 
5, ROBERT 
au of Sport Fisheries & Wildlife 
ERLIE, MILTON 
Fish and Game 
PER, FLOYD 
e Corps, Chile 
SCHMIDTLEIN, DONALD 
Cache National Forest 
Logan, Utah 
TAIT, ARTHUR 
B. L.M. 
Winnemucca, Nevada 
WEBSTER, ROBERT 
Targhee National Forest 
Dubois, Idaho 
qQi[dli/e 
KEMPE, WALT 
Thiokol 
LOYND, LA VON 
Idaho Fish and Game 
MAST, JOHN 
U.S. Army 
MUSSELMAN, JERRY 
Dugway Proving Grounds 
I . , ' 
WILSON, RONALD 
Black Hills National Forest 
Hot Springs, South Dakota 
VIGIL, RUDY 
International Vo luntary Service 
U. S. Embassy 
Algiers, Algeria 
NELSON, JAMES 
U.S. Navy 
OWEN, JOHN 
Dinosaur Nation Park 
Dinosaur National Park 
PETERS, DAVID 
Grad. School, U of Mich. 
TRIMBERGER, EUGENE 
Wis. Fish and Game 
WILSON, LARRY 
Missouri Conservation Commission 
Designers and Producers of Attractive Printing 
Smith Brothers 
Lumber Company 
"Our forest products 
come from managed stands" 
Building Material 
Hardware 
Paint 
Glass 
STEAKS 
Mt. Logan 
91 West Center 
Logan~ Utah 
• CHI£KEN 
Open Daily 3 a.m. to 1 a.m. 
Sat. :; a.m. to 2 a.m. 
llay Baise .. 
SPENCER'S UNION SERVI 
1285 East Hwy. 89 
Logan, Utah 
SK 2-6243 
Union Oil Products 
Tires Batteries Accessories 
Washing Lubrications 
Stop Here for the Finest 
ehip~ Staff 
Left to Right: Seated- Dave Ellis, Reporter; Gerry Marby, Editor; 
Spence Amend, Re porter. Standing- Joe Berlin, Reporter; Dick 
Carroll, Production; Bob Webster, Artist; Dave Hess, Senate . 
Secretarie~ 
Left to Righ t-Seate d: Eunice Pe te rson , Dean's office; Rita Lusk, Forest Man:Jgement; Joan H ~ man, Inter-
--- . - . . . ----··--':. -... 
mountain Forest & Range Experiment" Station. StanOTn-g:-Jackie Murri , Range Management; Karen Seibold, 
Cooperati ve Wildlife Research Unit; Bett y Gross, Wildlife Resources; Carolyn Crosland, Cooperative Fish-
e ries Unit 

~ociatecl crYlember~ of 
~ore~t, c:Range & qQi[cllife 
o4lpha Zeta 
Alpha Ze:a is a national honorary fraterr.ity in whose membe:ship shall be combined the qualities 
of high scholarship, fine felowship, and sound character. The fraternity was established to encourage 
and develope the actual and potential qualities of real leadership. 
Eligible members are those students above the freshman level in the upper one fifth of their classes 
In the College of Forest, Range, and Wildlife Management and in the College of Agriculture. 
Sophomores are. eligible for the outstanding freshman award which is given annually. 
The officers for 1963-64 are: Chancellor, Ken Mitchell; Scribe, Dick Sibley; Chronicler, Derrell 
Darrell Johnson; Censor, Acie Clements; Treasurer, Earle Smith, 
Left to Right-1st Row: Jim Peterson, Arthur Tait, Acie Clements, Richard Sibley, Earle Smith, Darrel 
Johnson, Ken Mitchell--Chancellor. 2nd Row: Jess Windham, George Haas, Dave Warren, Richard 
Reardon, Dan Wasson, J. M. Graver, Jerome Decker. 
Xi Sigma Pi is the largest Forestry Honor Fraternity in the colleges and universities of the United States. 
Membership is limited scholastically to the upper 25o/o of the junior and senior classes, and to faculty members and 
graduate students in good standing. Here at Utah State, the fraternity brothers have voted to limit membership 
to the upper 15-20o/o of the junior and senior classes. 
The purposes of the fraternity are: to maintain a high standard of scholarship in forest, range, and wildlife 
education; to work to upbuild the above mentioned professions; and to promote a fraternal spirit among earnest 
workers engaged in forest, range, and wildlife activities. 
Fraternity functions in the Lambda Chapter include the fall and spring initiations and monthly meetings 
featuring guest speakers from across campus, The purpose of these meetings is to stimulate thinking in areas 
outside of land management and to broaden the understanding of the fraternity members, 
The members owe special thanks to the faculty who have supported our functions and Mr. John D. Hunt, 
our advisor, We feel 1963-1964 has been a successful year, 
Left to Right: 1st Row: Bill Harenberg, Gerry Marby, Dave Hess, Phil Johnson, Dr. Kelker, Don 
Schmidtlein, John Dewitz. 2nd Row: Dave Sill, Carl Johnson, Gary Evans, Bob Leonard, Dr. T, W. 
Daniel, Bill Greenwood, Bob Dalton, Spence Amend, Gray Reynolds, Roy Thompson, Ken Mitchell, 
John Hesse, Karl Parker, Floyd Newby. 
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~omecomirtCJ 
1963 
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The Range Society, Wildlife Society 
Forestry Club joined forces in 1963 to 
build a fine Homecoming float. 
Aggie Homecoming Royalty for 1963 
was, Bonnie Kent, Queen; Joan Hami 
1st attendant; and Diane Karikka, 1963 
Daughter of Paul, 2nd attendant, 
Congratulations Diane, 
q{tah ~ore~ter~ 
Membership in the Utah Foresters totaled about 170 souls and a few without. The primary objectives of the Club 
'r'ere to foster informed professionalism and to encourage interest in stuclent, c ivic, cultural. as well as forestry activities . 
rhe active members generally agreed that their time and activity were well spent. 
The year's first activity was ue fall bar becue wit.l steak that seemed to melt in your mouth . Anyone who went 
tway hungry or not completely full had no one to blame but themselves. The first three regularly scheclulerl monthly 
neetings were held jointly with the Range and Wildlife Societies. This was primarily designed to promote the inter-
:hange of information between the three professions. 
This interchange of ideas and appreciation for the problems of each others profession, lead to the formation of a 
~orestry, Range, and Wildlife Council which assumed the social functions of the college entotal. It is hoped that this 
:ouncil will unite the college together for a free exchange of ideas, philosophies, and social relationships. 
Other activities of the club were: regular monthly get-togethers, a Christmas Dance, Paul's Party, a spring outing, 
:onservation Week sponsorship and participation, and Agathon activities. The Club also sent a team to Conclave at 
\ rizona State University during Conservation Week. 
The Forestry Club wants to wish all the graduating seniors success in their new professions and especially in their 
, ttempts to find a job. 
FORESTRY CLUB OFFICEltS 
Left to Right-Ist Row: Alan Lane, Treasurer; Lew TorgcllSOn, Freshman 
Rep.; Jess Windh;1m, Refreshments; Dave Elli s, Publi cit y. 2nd Row: 
Phi l Johnson, Secretary; Jim Boynwn, Sophomore Rep.; Terry Jen sen, 
Vice president; Dr. T. \v. Daniel, Advisor, Flo yd Newby, Presidem. 
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Left to Right, Row 1: Floyd Newby, Fbil Johnson, Rudy Vigil, Kristy Thompson, Diana Karikka, 
Joyce Hill, Dave Hess, Terry Jensen. Row 2: Max Exeel, Dick Schultz, Bob Legg, Jim Rogers, 
Darrell Johnson, Jere Christner, Ray Nyde. Row 3: Fred Rother, Carl Johnson, Jim Barry, 
Dennis Hakanson, Ron Gravenhorst, Don Hanson, Dick Cutler. 
~ore~tr}/ etub cmember~ 
Left to Right, Row 1: Chuck Davis, Dennis Lerfald, Jim Boynton, Dave Innis, Dave Moore, 
Alan Lane, Mike Connor. Row 2: (?) Valdon Hancock, ( ?), Phil Vance, John Dewitz, Paul 
Kihlmire, Earl Smith. Row 3: George Morrison, Howard Yamaguchi, Terril Gladwin, Bob 
Hurley, Robert Anderson, ( ?), Bill Kurrle. 
~all ':Bar-b-que 
_j 
"Isn't Rudy cute!" 
"Lew, you can't eat all that." 
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Val M. Lower 
Your Friendly Chevron Dealer 
Service is our most important product 
405 North Main Logan, Utah Phone 752-99E 
Al's SportinCJ· Goods 
46 West First North 
SK 2-5151 
" Where sportsmen meet sportsmen" 
Locksmiths Gunsmiths 
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ZANAVOO LODGE 
Restaurant--Motel 
Four miles up 
Beautiful Logan Canyon 
Fine Foods 
Courteous Service 
Delightful Surroundings 
For Style, Quality and 
Friendly Service 
It's 
Leven's Men Store 
in Logan 
e President 
rl Short 
retary 
le Snyder 
bstry Senior 
n Durtschi 
r y Sophomore 
':lore.;t, ~al1ge & qoilcllife eoul1cil 
This year the members of Forest, Range, and Wildlife have displayed 
outstanding cooperation in forming the "Associated Members of Forest, Range, 
and Wildlife," which will be directed by the F. R. W. Council. Previous to 
formation of the association, the Forestry Club, Range Society, and Wildlife 
Society conducted college-wide activities representing every member of the 
F. R. W. College, Through his representative on the F, R. W. Council, 
each and every member of the college will now have a voice in college-
wide activities rather than only members of the respective clubs. 
Complete representatwn is a major function of the association but 
it also has merit in the elimination of duplicated effort , Considerable time 
and funds will be saved by organizing college-wide social functions through 
the F. R. W. Council rather than attempting to organize a given function 
in three separate departments. 
The association recognizes the rights and goals of three distinct 
groups yet it provides for power through cooperative effort . It was through 
block voting in the spring-quarters elections that members of F. R. W. de-
termined the election of three out of four members of the Student Senate 
Executive Council who recognize the opinions of our F. R. W. Council. 
This is one example of how we can benefit from cooperative effort. 
It is hoped that the cooperative spirit initiated by the "Associated 
Members of Forest, Range, and Wildlife" will continue to provide for com-
plete representations, elimination of duplicated effort, and power through 
unity for todays students and tomorrows resource managers. 
Bill Harenberg 
Range Senior 
Edward Merrihew 
Range Freshman 
Gerry Marby 
Chips Editor 
Carl Johnson 
Advisor 
Dennis Workman 
Wildlife Sophomore 
Ervin Cowley 
'65 Juniper Editor 
Ted Upgren 
Wildlife Senior 
Boo Anderson 
Wildlife Freshman 
Jim Peterson 
F. R. W, Senator 
Stan Miller 
President 
Paul Wares 
T reasurer 
Dick Sibley 
Forestry Club 
Lew Campbell 
Range Society 
Joel Miller 
Wildlife Soc iety 
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The 1963-64 Intramural season started off on the right foot for the Foresters, placing second in football, 
Wayne Carlson won first place in his class to lead the wrestlers to a second place finish, This years 
basketball , team, made up mostly of large men, lead the team to a second place finish in B basketball, Bob 
Baker, David Sargent, and Jere Christner, were the main reason why the Foresters captured first place in the 
Winter Carnival. Frank Mitchell, Mike Cormor, and David Janis placed the team to a ~econd place finish in 
the swimming meet, 
At the end of Winter quarter Foresters were in first place in the team standing, Having one more 
quarter to go, one can only hope that by the end of spring quarter, we will still be in first place. 
by Rudy Vigil 
3ntramural~ 
The crew which beat the slide rulers, 
Where :n the h---. 
Here's hoping, 
Adjacent to the beautiful 
Utah State Campus 
* * * 
Scenic View 
Liu ie bit high . 
m 
Which side are you 011? 
En joy free swim and/ or $2.00 
deduction by presenting this ad. 
room 
..Aiitckelf ..J1 otel 
1301 East Highway 89 
Logan. Utah 
Phone 752-3421 
Teletype 801-752-8994 
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eaJ1did eamera 
"Surprise!!" 
"Ah say there, ol chap!" 
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Kathy Howard , lst attendant, plays four dimensional tic-tac-toe 
Cole Snyder, chief queen guarder, watches with interest. 
"We've been playing these machines for twenty minutes without results!" 
This year in considering a general theme for conservation week, we tried to find a short concise wording that 
would, in a general way, convey the modern or resource managers concept of conservat ion. 
For many years the idea of conservation held by students of resource management was the custodian concept . 
This concept was that all Federally controlled land belonged to the public, and that our purpose as land managers 
was to keep the land in its near as original state as possible, until the government disposed of it. Some use of this 
land was allowed under provisions set up by the government. 
This idea was almost directly opposed to the idea private industry had on land use. They use d and in many areas 
terribly abused without a thought of some way returning something to the land so it would continue pro ducing. 
We are now in a transition period from this concept to what is now the multiple use, sustained yie ld concept, and 
this pertains both to Federally and privately contro lle d land. 
We as managers feel that the land itself is a resource that can be intensively managed to produce a continuous 
yield of crops , whether that crop be timber, forage, wildlife, or other benefits such as water and recreation. 
I feel that the theme we finally selected conveyed this idea of intensive management. It reads as follows: 
"Better living, through better management of resources." Seeing as how all members of our co llege a re concerned 
with management of resources of one type or another this would include all three divisions of our college, as well as 
the theme of what we hope will occur in the future. 
oyd Newby, Forestry Club President, receives 
f. Conservation Week proclamation from Gov. 
orge D. Clyde as Diane Karikka and Greg 
ylor witness the signing, 
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FLOYD NEWBY 
Chairman 
CONSERVATION WEEK COMMITTEE 
Left to Right- 1st Row: Cole Snyder, Events; 
Terry Jensen, Chairman; John Dewitz Fore-
stry Display; Earle Smith, On Campus Pub-
licity. 2nd Row: Phil Johnson, Banquet; 
Greg Taylor, Off Campus Publicity; Dave 
Meiers, Wildlife Display; Clair Baldwin, 
Range Display. 
':;ore~ try 
The Forestry Department sponsored 
Mr. E. C. Cleaveland, Land Ma 
with the Boise Cascade Corporation, 
who spoke on the subject: "Manage-
ment, Past and present , " 
One of the displays and 
exhibits covering several 
aspects of forestry . 
~ 
~ 
. '
• 
qoildlije 
The Wildlife Department sponsored 
Mr. John E. Phelps, Ass istant Director 
of Utah State Fish and Game, who spoke 
on the subject, "Better Living through 
Better Management. " 
The Wildlife Manageme nt 
display in the Union Building. 
'f:.~ . ,.. 
l~ .& 
~· .. 
The Range Department sponsored 
Mr. Harold W. Cooper, state Range 
Conservationist for tl1e State of Mon-
tanta, who presented a very interesting 
talk on "Basic Features of Range Con-
servation. " 
The Range Nutrition display 
in the Union Building; one of 
several exhibits. 
Queen eonte~t 
KATHY HOWARD 
lst Attendant 
Bob Legg 
Master of Ceremonies. 
Bob: "Kathy, who is 
synonymous with Zeus 
in Cacl1e Valley?" 
Kathy: "I don't know . " 
Bob: "Doc. Daniel." 
CHRISTINE ASHDOWN 
2nd Attendant 
<="Pam ~arwood 
eonte~t~ and €vent 
"We hit some moving objects!" 
Don't let him surface. 
The sole survivor. 
':Banquet 
Roy V, Thompson 
Master of Ceremonies. 
The before dinner chat . 
Now that's a meal! 
Speaker 
The banquet speaker this year was Mr . 
John A. Carver, Jr. , Assistant Secretary of 
the Interior. Mr. Carver spoke on the sub-
ject "Natural Resource Management and 
Politics . " 
CJ3riclqer o4warcl 
Dr. Lawrence A. Stoddart presen 
the Bridger Award to Mr. Floyd Ive 
Mr . Iver on is Regional Supervisor of 
Region 4, U. S. Forest Service. He 
been a strong advocate of multiple us 
ists, and timber, while maintaining 
an d productive w atersl1eds . 
aucghter ol '1'aul 
Karikka, 1963 Daughter of Paul 
the coveted trophy on to Pam 
ood , 1964 Daughter of Paul. Pam 
freshman from Logan. She is a 
of Alpha Chi Omega Sorority. 
displayed that extra little bit th at 
kes to make a Daughter of Paul by 
ding off the engineers attempts to 
her. Of course she had the help 
Son oj '1'aul 
To be named "Son of Paul" is the most 
outstanding award that can come to a 
senio r. Dave Hess earned this award sev -
eral times over. He worked as Forestry 
Senator, the most active senator we have 
had . He was associate Forester in Xi 
Sigma Pi . He created the F. R. W. 
Council and F. R, W. Constitution. He 
kept his grades up and was active in 
campus activities. Many congratulations 
and thanks to Dave for his efforts . 
87 
~eaclle~~ cAxe 
Gregg Taylor, the 1963 's Head less Axe winner, 
passes the coveted trophy on to Jess Windham, the 
1964 winner. Jess 's winning "boob" was the loss 
of his armada of duck decoys to the rapidly 
raising waters of a cold and muddy swamp and 
for his heroic and paniced efforts to save them. 
o4warcl~ 
Mrs. Eunice Peterson is presented a 
token of appreciation by Roy Thompson 
Forest , Range, and Wildlife Nliit u ago::J 
Mrs. Peterson typed, cajoled, signed a 
sighed her boys to graduat ion all while 
part time secretary to the Dean. 
Senior'~ ehoice 
Professor Raymond Moore is proc 
the 1964 Senior's Choice by Roy Tho 
known for his chalky lectures. The 
tive apron is formularized for the 
of the junior class . 
C. WAYNE COOK 
C. Wayne Cook is a native of Gove, Kansas . In 1940 Dr. Cook 
received his B. S. degree from Kansas State College, Fo rt Hayes, 
Kansas. He recei ved his M . S. degree from USU in 1942 after which 
he was Range Conserva tionist with the Soil Conservation Service in 
Big Springs, Texas. In 1943 Dr. Cook was made Research Professor 
at USU . The years of 1944-46 he spent in the US avy . In 1950 
Dr. Cook recei ved his PhD from Texas A & M. 
~r. Cook is a member of Delt a Epsilon, Xi Sigma Pi, Phi Kappa Phi, A lpha Zeta, and Sigma Xi honorary fraternit ies. 
is also a member of the Ameri can Range Soc iety, Amer ican Society of Animal Production, Ecologica l Society of 
1erica and The Weed Society of America . Other committees which Dr. Cook is with are the Editorial Boards of the 
rn a! of Range Management and The Livesrock Nutritions Committee of the National Resea rch Counc il. He is also 
1irman of The Range and Livesrock committee of The American Society of Range Management and The American 
: iety of Animal Science. 
;n 1963 Dr. Cook was made Asst. Dean in charge of Research College of Forest , Range, and Wildlife Management . 
[n research Dr. Cook has submitted 75 scientific papers in the fields of range livestock nutritions, range utilization, 
i fic;a l range rehabilita tion, and range ecology. Most of this research has taken place in the desert, foothill, and 
mer ra nges througho ut the state of Utah. 
JACK H. BERRYMAN 
Congra tulations go to Mr. Jack H. Berryman elected President of The Wildlife 
Society for a one year term. He is a native of Salt La ke City, Utah. The positions 
he hel d leading ro the appointment of Associate Professor awl Wildlife Specialist at 
Utah State University in 1959 are: 1946-47 Assistant Big Game Project Leader for 
the Utah State Department of Fish and Game; 1948-1950 Assistant and Ac ting Federal 
Aid Coordinator. He then served as Assistant Regional Supervisor of the Branch of 
Federal Aid in the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service both at Albuquerque and later in 
Minneapolis. Mr. Berryman joined The Wildlife Society in 1952; served as President 
of the Minnesota Section from 1957 to 19 59 and in 19 60 received the Mi nnesota Award 
for outstanding contribution to the profession of wildlife management. He was Re-
gional Representative of The Wildlife Society in 1959 -60; served two terms as Vice 
President in 1960-61 and served as Membership Chairman in 1962 an d 1963 . He is a 
member of Sigma Xi, National Scientific Society; Phi Sigma, Biologic al Society; 
and Xi Sigma Pi, National Forestry Honorary Fraternity. He is noted for his publi-
cation, "The Logan Canyon Road Controversy: Anaromy of a Principle. " 
The Wildlife Society is the professional orgil.nization for workers in the wildlife 
field. Its objectives are ro improve management of our wildlife resources and en-
courage professionalism among its 3, 000 members from many parts of the world. 
Its ai ms under Mr . Berryman will be to increase professionalism and to expand 
the Society's international prog ra m among several other objectives . 
5n 'lrlemorium 
It is difficult to briefly place in proper perspective the conservation ideals set down by the late President John F. Kenned. 
His evaluation is a policy to be fotlowed by the nation and world in regard to their most cherished inheritance. The spectn 
of such work is noted in the following Special Message to the Congress on Conservation of March 1, 1962: 
"We must reaffirm our dedication to the 
sound practices of conservation which can be 
defined as the wise use of our natural en vi ron-
ment; it is , in the final analysis, the highest 
form of national thrift--the prevention of waste 
and despoilment while preserving, improving , 
and renewing the quality of all our resources," 
"Implicit in the conservation thesis of wise use, 
improvement, preservation and restoration of our 
natural resources is the basic requirement of 
greater scientific knowledge and improved re-
sources management. " 
"In the work of conservation, time should be 
made our friend, not our adversary, Actions de-
ferred are frequently opportunities lost, and , in 
terms of financial outlay, dollars invested to da y 
will yield great benefits in the years to come. 
The progress made in the resources field is en-
couraging; implementation of the new recom-
mendations made today will maintain the mo-
mentum, enabling us to repay our debt to the 
past and meet our obligations to the future , " 
o4lumni 
The following list includes those alumn i who had address changes on file as of April l, 19 64, Le t's keep th e 
file up to date, 
DER, ODELL 
0 W. 1460 N. 
vo, Utah 
) N, FLOYD 
Box 1352 
aka, Northern Rhodesia 
D, L. WHITNEY 
10 E 14 N 
an, Utah 
, MARK 
's 
rqu itch , Utah 
tRMA ID, FERRIS 
~~taff, Arizona 
lNG, WALLACE 
3 Pal Ma l St. 
Tiple City, California 
rART, JOH N 
0 123 
,o, Ida ho 
iE, MAX 
..:1 
l ver , Colorado 
~MOND, JOH N 
ceased 
0 20 , 1964 
UX, THERON 
9 Moor Mont Dr . 
t Lake City, Utah 
ER, E. LEE 
t6 Morray Ave . 
Mesa , California 
MOLLINET, LEO 
ll7 7 Bennion Rd . 
S. L. C.; Ut. 
PASSEY, HOWARD 
s. c . s. 
Denver, Colorado 
1938 
ARMSTRONG , HERBERT 
669 E Center 
Logan , Utah 
CLIFF, JOHN 0. 
U.S . F. S 
Washington, D. C . 
FULLER, REVILO 
413 W. North view 
Phoenix, Arizona 
HOLD, ARTHUR; LT . COL. 
Hg USA R COM ENT AFB 
Colorado Springs, Colorado 
HU LL, ROY 
Box 698 
Quincy, Washington 
HUMPHREY, NYLES 
BLM 
Malta, Montana 
JENSEN, CYRIL 
1572 Blaine Ave . 
S. L. C. Utah 
JONES, DOUGLAS M . 
2272 Country Cl ub Dr. 
S. L. C ., Utah 
MCBRIDE, RAY 
830 C lairview Lane 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
PETE RSON , VIRGIL 
Box # 6 
c / 0 ICA Rep. 
Mogdiscio , Somalia 
East Africa 
1939 
BAKER, LYLE 
Ore . Forest Nursery 
Elkton, Oreg on 
FOULGER, HOWARD 
USFS 
Missoula , Mont. 
HANDY, HARLEY M . 
BLM 
Fillmore , Utah 
HAWKES, EUGE E 
5154 Redwillow Land 
La Canada , California 
JORGENSEN , JACK N. 
4471 S 2270 E 
S. L. C ., Utah 
KRUEGER, WILLIAM 
U. S, Park Service 
Fruita, Utah 
TAYLOR, THOMAS A. 
355 E 6 N 
Logan , Utah 
1940 
BISHOP, MERLIN 
USFS 
Ogden , Utah 
HINTON , CLEMONS 
417 Eleanor Drive 
Woodside, California 
LADLE, ORVEL 
766 W 17 Street 
Ogden, Utah 
MARSTEN, RICHARD 
329 Selby B1 vd. 
Worthington , Ohio 
M ERRILL, SPENC ER 
Ketchum, Idaho 
MITCHELL, YALE 
3103 Winsome, Rd. 
Boise, Idaho 
PHILLIPS, THOMAS 
256 Pierce Street 
Twin Falls, Idaho 
REESE, MAX 
Sawtooth N . F. 
Twin Falls, Idaho 
1941 
BEAN, ROY W. 
BLM 
Ely, Nevada 
GAUTI , D. MARSHALL 
513 Duke Lane 
Fort Collins, Colorado 
1942 
EVANS, TIIOMAS 
8307 Ca rollton, Pkwy .. 
Hyattsville, Mary land 
ROGERS , DEAN J. 
535 N 1 W 
Logan , Utah 
ROGERS, LEWIS 
1822 Yama Ave . 
S . L. C . , Utah 
SMITH, J. G . 
Pac . N. W. For. & Range 
Expt. Sta . 
PO Box F 
La Grande, Oregon 
1947 
HAYES, CHARLES 
1059 E 1 Ave . 
S. L. C ., Utah 
MALONEY, ELWOOD 
716 Roseway 
Klamath Fa lls, Oregon 
PINKARD, JACQUES 
1501 Forest A ve . 
Wheaton, Ill. 
W lNSOR, ARTHUR 
5608 So . 1900 W. 
Roy, Utah 
ZINK, FRELL C. 
Forest Engineer 
Clarka mas Logging Co. 
Estucado, Oregon 
1948 
13A LLENG EP., CECIL 
Box 749 
Sacramento, California 
MILLER, WARREN 
Da l e Ranger Sta . 
Dale, Oregon 
SA FRA , ROBERT 
Supervisor 
Teton Na t iona l Forest 
1949 
BETHERS, BARTON L. 
Box 96 
Heber , Utah 
C6LTON, GARTH 
1306 W. Washington 
Lewiston , Montana 
HENDRICKS, DARWI 
800 Cress Street 
Ogde n, Utah 
MARTIN, ROBERT 
Rt . 1 
Shelley , Idah o 
PEARSON, MARVIN 
Box 104 
Shoshone, Iclaho 
ROGERS, GRANT 
BLM 
S. L. C ., Utah 
SAN DREHO, RA YNOLD 
13 01 La von Avenue 
Sava nnah, Georgia 
SCHMITT , DAN IEL 
Box 75 
Lantapa , Florida 
1950 
ALDOUS, CLAIR M . 
McNavy Refuge 
Fish & Wildlife Service 
PO Box 19 
Burbank, Washington 
BENKESSER, KARL 
1141 St . USAF Dct . # 2 
APO 11-N. Y., N. Y. 
BJORNSEN, ROBERT 
No . Forest Fire Lab . 
M issoula , Montana 
BURTCHETT, HOWARD 
Engr . Sec . NAC 
APO 757 "/o PM 
N.Y., N. Y. 
CONLIN, ROBERT 
911 W estmin ister Ave . 
H illoice , N. J. 
FLUCKIGER, LESTER 
72 1 Ceda r Ave . 
Kemmerer , Wyoming 
HOUGHTO , WARRE 
Rt . #1 Box 327 
San Bernardino , Califo rnia 
JACKSON, HAROLD 
3024 Adams Ave . 
Ogden , Ut ah 
KLUBBEN , LYLE 
1842 Na ricga St. 
San Francisc o, California 
LATZY, ROBERT 
USFS 
Fort Klamath, Oregon 
LORELLO, JOSEPH 
2512 Herman Rei . 
Olympia , Washington 
LOW, BLA IR 
Weber College 
Ogden, Utah 
MEADE, JOHN 
Heyburn , Idah o 
PECHACEK, LOUIS 
Box 57 1 
C ody , Wyoming 
ROGET , EI AR 
s. c . s. 
Al buquerque, N. M . 
WARNOCK, JAM ES 
QM . Di v. SAPO 
Hg. USA R Com. 2 
APO 58 
N.Y., N. Y. 
1951 
DALTON, PATRICK 
LDS Mission in Pac ifi c 
EICHBORN, RICHARD 
211 Mulberry 
Ta llahassee , Florida 
FLINT , WILLIAM 
Logan , Utah 
KEARNS, FRANK 
Juneau, Alaska 
MCCORMACK, ROGER 
BLM 
Washingt on , D. c. 
MCLA VGH LIN, GEORGE 
Utah Fish & Game 
Sa l t Lake City , Utah 
SPENCER. JOHN W. 
2 114 Westwood 
Santa Rosai, Ca l ifornia 
THOM PSON, HENRY 
Ha lfway , Oregon 
1952 
BULKLEY, ROSS 
Bo x 58 
ukna lofa , Iongafalen 
(To nga , Friend ly Is lands) 
COOK, HARRY 
142 6 Ra ndolph Road 
Mogadone , Oh io 
HIRO NAKA , MLN ORO 
4010 Checakee Drive 
Ma di:son, Wisconsin 
HUBBARD, RICHARD 
Pac . s. W. For. & Ra nge 
Exp. Sta t ion 
LANT Z, MAH LO N 
4148 Ri vingt on 
Kalam azoo, M ichigan 
M IDDAUGH, ALAN 
1306 16th Ave nue 
Greeley, Colorado 
WADSW ORTH , H. WAYNE 
4008 Golden Circ le 
Sa lt La ke C it y, Utah 
1953 
A LLE N, JACK P. 
675 North 3 West 
Brigha m City, Utah 
DAHL, BILLIE 
402 Paderosa Court, Apt. 102 
Moscow, Idaho 
DIMICK, EDWIN 
955 Lyon A venue 
Elko, Ne vada 
GIERTSEN, OWEN 
183 Montgomery Street 
Bloomfield, New Jersey 
PARKER. RICHARD 
4593 W. Spencer Pl . 
Milwaukee 16, Wisconsin 
SPENCER. HOWARD 
Box 116 
Hamden Highlands, Maine 
1954 
AlATE, JAMES J. 
1100 North 390 W 
Sunset , Utah 
BURT , DONALD 
BLM 
Fillmore, Utah 
BUTTERFIELD, NE 
218 Leve rette B 
Al buquerque, 
EDWARDS, HA 
U. S. F. S. 
Heber , Utah 
H.i RRISON, RONA 
s. c. s 
Morgan, Ut ah 
JCHNSON, JOHN 
445 N. Main 
Farmington, 
KUNZ, THIEL 
U. S. F. S. 
St. Anthony , 
NELSON, JA MES 
503 Dufferin A 
Saskstoon; Sask, 
NlSKALA , GEORGE 
387 North 2 West 
T ooe le , Utah 
VAIL, ROBERT 
6 Barjune Road 
No rwa lk, Co nn . 
W:::BB, EDWARD L. 
1324 E. 5th A 
Mesa, 
1955 
COGH ILL. 
4432 w. 
Tacoma 66, W 
MA RTLN, JERRY 
614 s. Front 
Salina, Kansas 
1956 
BUFFINTON, 
BLM 
Washington, 
••u''"'L''u State College 
Washington 
?:L, RICHARD 
E. Main Street 
therly, Penn. 
~CKER, DONALD 
64 
~t. Vernon St. 
er, New Hampshire 
~. CLYDE 
4 D. Underhill St. 
; AFB, Mass. 
P, ROSS 
West 4 South 
;ton, Idaho 
OR, LAWRENCE 
dend Nat. For. 
ite Fish, Montana 
AH, CALVIN 
ce, Idaho 
.NO, LEONAIU5 
. s. W. For & Rng. Ex pt. St. 
1958 
BROCKMANN, DAVID 
1100 Summit A venue 
Waukesha, 'w lsconsin 
BROWN, ROSCO 
Deceased 
COLLINGS, J. ELMER 
Box 44 
Monroe, Utah 
DUNC.AN, ELMER 
BLM 
Vernal, Utah 
KENNEDY, JOHN 
929 2nd Avenue 
Marlinton, W. Va. 
MEYER, CHARLES 
7 57 East 7 North 
Logan, Utah 
PLATTS, WM. 
Box 297 
Paul, Idaho 
SCHOUMACHER, ROGER 
Fisheries Dept. 
Univ. of Michigan 
Ann Arbor, Michigan 
SNELL, JAMES 
Box A 162 
Byron, Wyoming 
ndora, California 1959 
['TAS, JAMES 
"2 Brentwood Drive 
ley, Idaho 
)NS, ROBERT D. 
8 Donshore Avenue 
:rescenta, California 
, VICTOR 
V. M. Hall 
Logan 
,drege, Nebraska 
~R, THOMAS 
; 401 
, Nevada 
'ER, JOHN 
S. F. S 
mal, Utah 
:N, MORGAN 
: 661 
nticello, Utah 
.NDER, WILLIAM 
: 541 
tder, Wyoming 
ER, LLEWELLYN 
.ake Leamon Road 
mouth, Mass . 
BATES, JAMES W. 
State Fish & Game Dept. 
Price, Utah 
CISCO, RALPH 
Box 68 
Hailey, Idaho 
DAVIS, WILLIAM 
u.s.F.s. 
Ephraim, Utah 
DEEMING, JOHN 
Box 50 Det. 1 lst 
Weather Wing 
APO 825 
San Francisco, Calif. 
DOTSON, PHIL 
Hindsville, Ark. 
FILL, CHARLES 
7 64 Goshen St. 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
HANSON, MICHAEL 
281 North 780 West 
Cedar City, Utah 
JACKSON, NED 
Route #3, Box 1271 
Oakdale, Calif. 
JOHNSON, FRED 
ll20 Wilson A venue 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
KINSKY, ARTHUR 
1596 W. N. Temple 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
MAYO, JAMES 
u.s. u. 
Logan, Utah 
NELSON, KENDALL 
Utah Fish & Game, USU 
Logan. Utah 
PETTING ILL, ERLE 
c/o Maude Harris 
Portage, Utah 
ROLFSON, VAROLD 
Boise, Natl. For. 
Garden, Valley, Idaho 
SCOTTER, GEORGE 
usu 
Logan, Utah 
STRUNK, TOM 
4242 Amazon 
Eugene, Oregon 
SULLIVAN, JOHN 0. 
837 North 8 East 
Logan, Utah 
VAUGHAN, DONALD 
Box 147 
Cedarville, Calif. 
WINN, DAVID 
Aun. Sec. 83 
FA 2nd How 13N 
APO 39, N.Y. N.Y. 
ZOHNER, DAHL 
749 Fir 
Elko, Nevada 
1960 
BAILEY, SAMUEL 
Box 24 
Gunnison, Colo. 
BIRD, DOUG 
Mimbres Ranger Sta. 
Mimbres, New Mexico 
CARLSON, JOHN 
scs 
Monticello, Utah 
CONDIE, VERNON 
461 West 2 South 
Logan, Utah 
CRUMBO, DANIEL 
Fort Duchesne, Utah 
EDLEFSON, JAMES 
784 East 13th St. 
Idaho Falls, Idaho 
ELLISON, RICHARD 
Box 383 
A very, Id aho 
ESPLIN, DELOY 
Box 85 
Orderville, Utah 
EVANS, HOWARD 
Arimo, Idaho 
GARCIA, DAVID 
USFS" 
Beaver, Utah 
GODDARD, STEVE 
Box 230, route #2 
Laurel, Maryland 
GROVE, RONALD 
USFS 
Branford, Pa. 
HORROCKE, TOM 
55 N. Main 
Spanish Fort, Utah 
IRELAND, WILLIAM 
c/o Eddie Jennings 
Jenning, Idaho 
JACOBSEN, ROBERT 
Panguitch, Utah 
MCCARTNEY, THOMAS 
3388 White Beech Lane 
Youngstown, Ohio 
MEGLEN, WILLIAM 
Box 474 
Mt. Iron, Minn. 
MICHALSKI, WILLIAM 
51 Stein A venue 
Wallington, New Jersey 
MORGAN, RICHARD 
1023 E. Idaho Street 
Kalispell, Montana 
MOWER, THOMAS 
Box 148 
Alturas, California 
OGDEN, DONALD 
2915 N. E. 11th 
Portland 12, Oregon 
SOLOMAN, CARL 
547 Waugoo St. 
Oshkosh, Wisconsin 
SPRINGER, JERRY 
561 E. Center 
Pleasant Grove, Utah 
STAKER, GORDON 
Mt. Pleasant, Utah 
STRAIN, VERN 
589 12th St. 
Ogden, Utah 
THOMAS, DEE 
Box 273 
Rexburg, Idaho 
WENDELKEN, ARTHUR 
Camp Lejeune 
North Carolina 
19 61 
APPEL, RICHARD 
2856 Pint. 
Cheyenne, Wyoming 
A VERY, CHARLES G. 
USFS 
Ellensburg, Washington 
BA LPH, DAVID 
Dept. of Wld. Mngt . 
Logan, Utah 
BELANGER, ROGER P. 
Hitchiti Expt. Forest 
Round Oak, Georgia 
BROWN, RICHARD 
Box 83 
Cambria, Iowa 
CLARK, RICHARD 
1579 Oriole Avenue 
Sunnyvale, Calif. 
COOPER, EDWIN 
c/o Emmett Ranger Dist. 
317 East 3rd St. 
Emmett, Idaho 
HADDOCK, JAY 
Qrtrs . 2582D 
Fort Lew is, Washington 
HANSON, GORDON 
Box 68 
Austwell, Texas 
JENSEN, THOMAS 
Ephriam, Utah 
KAUFMANN, THEODORE R. 
USFS 
Deep Springs, California 
KA USHIK, DAVE K. 
Bhopal, India 
MC CARTNEY, ROBERT 
211 Mataaka Court 
Williamsburg, Va. 
MARTIN, CHARLES R. 
2130 Macbeth 
Riverside , California 
MURDOCK 
Driggs, Idaho 
ORR, DA V!D s. 
Box 122 
Grantsville, Utah 
REID, GORDON 
USFS 
Panguitch, Utah 
REMUND, L YNELL 
Utah Fish & Game Dept. 
St. George, Utah 
ROBINSON, KENT 
212 North 1st West 
American Fork, Utah 
ROGERS, JERRY C. 
934 East 4 South 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
SE VY, JAY LOWE 
Stanley, Idaho 
SPILLETT, JAMES 
Lewisville, Idaho 
STURGES, DA V!D 
8559 Columbus Avenue 
Sepulveda, Calif. 
SUEKA WA , ROBERT 
149 West 21st 
Ogden, Utah 
TAYLOR, KENNETH 
USFS 
Gardiner, Oregon 
VANZANDT, BYRON 
112 6th 
Rawlins, Wyoming 
YEAMANS, ROBERT 
14 Huran 
Norwood, Pa. 
19 62 
BARMORE, WILLIAM J. 
Yellowstone Park, Box 275 
Wyoming 
BARTONEK, JAMES 
2864 Monroe Blvd. 
Ogden, Utah 
BECK, PHILIP 
Box 813 
Burns, Oregon 
BLOTTER, RALPH 
Utah Fish & Game 
Price, Utah 
BOLEN, ERIC 
Dunellen, New Jersey 
BOSWORTH, DALE 
2990 Peckham A venue 
Bakersfield, Calif. 
BREWSTER, SAM F. 
Ma thew Natl. Forest 
John Day, Oregon 
BRITTON, WILLIAM 
200 Sheephill Rd. 
Riverside, Conn. 
BRUM, JORGE 
South America 
CHARERNSRI. SANSERN 
Bangkik, Thailand 
CHURA, NICHOLAS J. 
Patuxent Wild. Res. C. 
Laurell, Maryland 
COLLET, GRANT 
584 South 3 West 
Logan, Utah 
DREW, KENNETH 
Larson Motel, Apt. 3 
Richfield, Utah 
GASS, LARRY 
Dixie Natl. For. 
Cedar City, Utah 
GIFFORD, GERALD 
USU Apt. A-9 
Logan, Utah 
GRITTANUGULYA, NOROWS 
Ottaridith, Thailand 
HOCHLEITNER, EDVARD 
Millstatt, Austria 
HUNT, KENNETH 
Enterprise, Utah 
JEFFERIES, NED 
Bayfield, Colo. 
KOONS, JAMES 
Box 381 
Cascade, Idaho 
LATHAM, ROBERT 
2516 Handley Drive 
Fort Worth, Texas 
MUNSON, LEWIS 
701 North 16th 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
NAGEL, JOH N 
45 North 1 East 
Tremonton, Utah 
PICKETT, DAVID 
817 Gerald A venue 
Missoula, Montana 
ROBEL, ROBERT 
1509 Hartford St. 
Manhattan , Kansas 
ROE, RICHARD 
Hackettstown, New Jersey 
TAYLOR, JARVELL 
147 East 50th Street 
Malad City, Idaho 
VALLENTINE, JERRY 
4020 Tyler Avenue 
Ogden, Utah 
WHITE, GEORGE 
usu 
Logan, Utah 
W:SLER, WILLIAM 
San F·rantisco, C 
WRIGHT, HENRY 
0SU 
ogam, Utah 
WRIGHT, JAMES 
5an Bernadino, 
1963 
~oose velt, Utah 
BBT A, LA NNY MA 
3LM 
:..ogan, Utah 
BL.-\ CK, DENNIS H 
uSU 
· ogan, Utah 
BOYER, KENNETH 
Coal ville, Utah 
BR-\MLEY, MELVIN 
BRIDGES, DAVID 
Chatham, Illinois 
BROMLEY, DANIEL 
BLI\1 
Carson City, 
BROOKSBY, 
Ranch 
Fredonia, Arizona 
Avenue 
Lake City . Utah 
STEPHAN WILLIAM 
jHillside A venue 
I Ellyn, Illinois 
DRY, ABDUL MAJID 
North 3 East 
Ill, Utah 
KENNETH M. 
! 5 W izmile Rd. 
hfield, Michigan 
MAX W. 
e 
tt Bend, Kansas 
)N, CRAIG W, 
.onal Timber Survey 
e, Idaho 
'ER, GEORGE W. 
'• Ne vada 
E, PAT 
:>, Nevada 
DONN RICHARD 
s 
:J.ead Natl . For. 
spell, Montana 
~SON, GARY L. 
orth 6th East 
~n. Utah 
RICHARD F. 
f!s Tech 
)oc k, Texas 
&E, ROY EDWIN 
N. Chester 
•dena, Calif. 
~ DUANE ROOT 
~owa-Whitman Natl. For. 
)n, Oregon 
, RI~HARD D. 
e y Natl. For. 
;Ial, Utah 
<A Y, LYNN ARTHUR 
364 
nmerer, Wyoming 
DARRYL LAVERE 
ango, Colo . 
E, CLINTON I. 
Brand St. 
ira, New York 
, GEORGE E. 
t e #1 
na, New York 
GARRETT, DE.A!N ROB ERT 
BLM 
Ely, Nevada 
GIBBS, VAL ROY 
Cache Natl. For . 
Randolph, Utah 
BIMBY, RICHARD A. 
36 Herrick Avenue 
Spring Valley . New York 
GREEN, JERRY LYNN 
151 North 700 West 
Cedar City, Utah 
GREEN JOHN DANIEL 
Box 212 
Carey, Idaho 
GRIFFIN, DAVID NOEL 
US•FS, Lolo Natl. For, 
Seely Lake, Montana 
GUILLETTE, CARLTON P. 
Fishlake Natl. For. 
Richfield, Utah 
HACKLEY, CHARLES M. 
Cache Natl. For. 
Ogden, Utah 
HAEDER, DEWEY L. 
Custer Natl. For. 
Lemon, South Dakota 
HANKS, THEODORE D. 
Boise Natl. For. 
Boise, Idaho 
HANSEN, GARY LYNN 
BLM 
Price, Uta h 
HANSON, RONALD K. 
Coeur d • Alene Natl, For. 
Coeur d' Alene, Idaho 
HOFFMEIER, WILLIAM J. 
US Army 
JENSEN, BRENT D. 
BLM 
Las Vegas, Nevada 
JENSEN, MARVIN 0. 
BLM 
Kanab, Utah 
JENSEN, WILLIAM KEITH 
T arghee Natl. For. 
St. Anthony, Idaho 
KINKER, JAMES WILLIAM 
4 Kibler Drive 
Girard, Pa . 
KLEINFELDER, RICHARD A. 
Siuslaw Natl. For. 
Waldport, Oregon 
KOTHMANN, MERWYN 
Castell, Texas 
LAMB, G AROLD WILLIAM 
LINN, D. WAYNE 
Mount Lake Terrace, Wash , 
MARTIN, FRANK 
Lexington, Kentucky 
MC KIBBEN, JAMES K. 
USFS 
Alpine, Arizona 
MILLS, JOHN EDWIN 
44 North 2 East 
Logan, Utah 
MOHR, FRANCIS ROBERT 
USFS 
Idaho City. Idaho 
MORGAN, DANIEL BRYCE 
Cache Natl. For. 
Paris, Idaho 
NELSON, DENNIS C. 
Valentine, Nebraska 
NEVILLE, GEORGE K. 
BLM 
Rose burg, Oregon 
OM AN, THOMASANDREW 
Toiyabe Natl. For. 
Reno, Nevada 
OWEN, THOMAS 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
PACKHAM, CHARLES JOE 
990 North 5 East 
Logan, Utal1 
PECK, FREDRICK LEE 
Sawtooth Natl. For. 
Twin Falls , Idaho 
PRITCHARD, JOHN WILLIA M 
2 652 Mt. Crest Drive 
Salt Lake City, Utah 
POST, GEORGE 
Logan, Utah 
QURESHI, MUHAMMAD ANWAR 
M-149 Ch. WARIS Uhan 
Raw a lpindi, Pakistan 
RAYMOND, RICHARD JAY 
Mason , Michigan 
REHFELDT, GERALD E. 
1475 S, Burchard 
Freeport, Illinois 
SALIH, TAHIR ISMAIL 
Koisanjaq, Iraq 
SANDVOL, ALAN JEROME 
Grace City, North Dakota 
SHORT, DARREL J. 
BLM 
Elko, Nevada 
SINGH, TEJA 
usu 
Logan, Utah 
SLACK, SHERIL 
Pang uitd1, Utah 
SMITH, GEORGE E. 
2458 South 22 0 
Des Moines, Washington 
SMITH, STEPHEN BLAINE 
Boise Natl. For. 
Boise, Idaho 
SOMERVILLE, DAVID J. 
Box 712 
Monticello, Utah 
TALLMADGE, JOHN FRANCIS 
599 Whitney A venue 
New Haven, Conn. 
TAYLOR, DALLAST. 
533 East 6 South 
Logan, Utah 
THEIM, WARREN RICHARD 
Toiyabe Natl. For. 
Reno, Nevada 
THORSON, GRANT 
Dixie Natl. For. 
Cedar City, Ut~h 
THURGOOD, CARL J. 
BLM 
Richfie ld, Utah 
VENDEL, CORNELIS G. 
465 Westfall Rd. 
Rochester, New York 
VOELZER, JAMES FREDERICK 
104 Dorking Road 
Roc heste r, New York 
WERT, STEVEN LYNN 
Malheur Natl. For. 
Burns, Oregon 
WILLS, DALE L. 
585 East 7 North 
Log an, Utah 
WORTHEN, SHELDON DICK 
Panguit ch, Utah 
DECEASED 
DRUMMOND, JOHN '37 
Jan. 20, 1964 
JENSEN, R. ZEN '47 
BROWN, ROSCOE '58 
JOHNSON, JOE '48 
LAWLER, ROBERT '57 
Oct. 24, 1963 
MELDRUM, CLARENCE '41 
REDD, CLARENCE '35 
RICKMAN, STERLING '51 
SEVY, JAY L. '37 
Oct. 1963 
SUTICH, TONY '43 
FROST OSCAR '50 
WIKINSON, KARL '37 
95 
96 
I wish to express my sincere thanks to all who helped to make possible this year's edition of the 
UTAH JUNIPER. We were fortunate this year to obtain an office in the new Forestry Building which 
helped immensely in coordinating activities of the staff. This book would not have been possible 
without the assistance of R•1th Vanderbeek, our r.apable typist; Bill Bigg, camera shy photographer; 
Ervin Cowley, range editor who provided taxi service; Steve Sherman, Forestry Editor; Kenn Horner, 
Wildlife Editor; Dick Bell and Jim Peterson who handled the business end of the book. Also many 
thanks to Kathy Howard, Eunice Peterson and all the others who helped when the rush was on, 
Next year 's editor will be Ervin Cowley, Lets see that he gets the same support and assistance 
from the members of the College of Forest, Range and Wildlife Management, 
Albertson's 
Al 's Sporting Goods 
Bullen's 
Cache Valley Electric 
Cactus Club 
Coca Cola 
Cook Transportation Company 
Crockett Motors 
Dick's Super Service 
Forestry Suppliers 
Greaves Cafe 
Hatch Insurance Agency, Inc, 
Hera-ld Printing 
Indian Fire Pumps 
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Kater Shop 
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36 Mel's Barber Shop 
74 Mitchell's Motel 
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31 Schaub & Haycock 
31 Smith Brothers Lumber Co. 
42 Spencers Union 76 
20 Sportsman 
63 T & B Service 
24 Thunell Photography 
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20 Valley Airmotive 
74 Val Lower 
52 White Shoe Company 
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UTAH STATE UNIVERSITY · LOGAN, UTAH 
Photo by Ross Tocher 
Congratulations to the students and alumni of the College ofF orest, 
Range and Wildlife Management on your fine yearbook. 
We urge you to support the USU Alumni Association with your 
membership as you have supported The Utah Juniper. 

